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The notion of regularity for semigroups is studied, and it is shown that an unambiguous 
semigroup (i.e., whose Y and .# orders are respectively unions of disjoint trees) can be embedded 
in a regular semigroup with the same subgroups and the same ideal structure (except that a zero 
is added LO the regular semigroup). 
In a previous paper [I] it was shown that any semigroup is the homomorphic image of an unam- 
biguous semigroup with the same groups and a similar ideal structure. 
Together these two papers thus prove that an arbitrary semigroup divides a regular semigroup 
with a similar structure. 
The resulting regular semigroup is finite (resp. torsion, or bounded torsion) if tne given 
semigroup has that property. 
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t. Rnt~oductisn 
Deliinihm. Am element s of a semigroup S is regulur iff there exists XE S such that 
s = ?iX% 
The semigroup S is said to be regular iff every element of S is regular. For 
undefined terms, see IS] and [7]. 
I. 1. ,!#eaning of regularity 
The following intuitive interpretation of regularity of an element s was helpful in 
the corrstructiolns that will be given later. 
IHere we th’ink of the semigroup S as a set of transformations acting on a set of 
states Q. 
The transfolrmation s is regular iff “s can be repeated, after it was applied a first 
time, and reproduces the same results.” This is seen by interpreting the regularity 
property as follows: 
(1.1) 
tion s is applied 
(to states) 
there exist:; some- 
(in S) such that 
we obtain the same 
In short we say that s is regular iff s is “repeata6le with rhe same results.” 
We shall prove a theorem, which reduces arbitrary semigroups to regular ones. 
Semigroup expansions (treated in [l] and [2]) play a fundamental role; however 
this paper depends on these papers ocly through the existence of expansions having 
certain propertzes, and the reasoning refers only to those properties ( - not to how 
they were obta.ined). 
In particular we shall prove: 
(a) For every semigroup S there ex sts a regular semigroup SR such t lat S < SR (S 
divides S,), and SR has the same subgroups as S. 
(b) A more precise statement is: For every semigroup S there exists a semigroup 
S, a surmorphism cp :S +S, and a semigroup SR such that: (i) SsS,; (ii) SR is 
regular; (iii) q is injective when restricted to subgroups of s; every non-trivial 
subgroup of SR is D-equivalent o an isomorphic subgroup of s. 
,~e~~~~s. (1)Statement (a) follows, for finite semigroups, from the Allen-Rhodes 
esi i ~h~o~ern (see [9] and [3]) - as was observed by John Rhodes. 
(2) Sef: Section 2.5 for the complete statement of the theorem. 
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(3) The whole theorem grew out of an attempt to find a simpler proof of the 
Allen-Rhodes synthesis theorem -- which combines the Krohn-Rhodes and the Rees 
theorems (for finite semigroups). A relatively simple proof existed for regular finite 
semigroups (due to Stuart Margolis, J. Rhodes and D. Allen, Jr.) - and together 
with the “S< &“-theorem we obtain a new proof of the synthesis theorem. Also, 
the “S < &“-theorem extends the idea of a synthesis between the theory of regular 
semigroups and the global theory of arbitrary semigroups. 
1.2. Examples of elementary embeddings of arbitrary semigroups irr regular ones 
1.2. I. Right regular representation 
Let S be a semigroup and S’ the monoid generated by S (i.e., S’ =S if S is a 
monoid; otherwise, S’ =SU( I} where 1 is a new element multiplied as 1 . 1 = 1, 
1x=x1=x, AXES). Consider the semigroup F(S’-+S’) of all functions from S’ 
into S’, under composition. 
E’(S’-+S’) is regular and SrF(S’ +S’) (using the embedding s&f, where 
( VXE S’): (x)&=xs - see [5], [7] or [8, part II] for a more complete description). 
The drawback of this embedding is that it does not preserve many properties of 
S; in fact F(S ’ -+S’) depends on S only by the cardinality of S’. 
1.2.2. Relations and their inverses 
If Q is a set, define B(Q) to be the semigroup of all binary relations on Q, under 
relational composition. Then F(Q -+Q) 5 B(Q); hence by the right regular represen- 
tation there exists Q such that SlB(Q). For an element SE SlB(Q), denote the in- 
verse relation by s-’ EB(Q). 
Then Sr(SU(s-‘EB(Q)(sES}) BtQj (the subsemigroup of B(Q), generated b! 
SU{s-’ 1~~s)). One would guess that this sernigroup is regular, since s=ss- Is 
and s-’ =s-‘ss-‘; moreover for relations (r,r,)-’ = r;-‘r;’ and (r-I)-’ = r. However 
r=r r-‘r does not hold for arbitrary relatiois (but it does hold for functions and 
inverses of functions). Example: if Q = {a, b) and r is defined by 
a*-+----aa 
/ 
be- eb 
then (a)r=a, but (a)rr- ‘r=({a,b})r= {a, b}. Neither B(Q) nor (SU {se’ /sES)) 
are regular in general (see Section i-3, Fact 1.5). 
But we shall see later in Section 2.4 that if S is unambiguous, then (SU 
{s-’ 1s~ S>) has a homomorphic image which is regufu, contains S, and whose 
subgroups divide the groups of S (at least in the finite case). 
1.2.3. The following construction embeds an arbitrary semigroup S into a regula’ 
semigroup Reg(S). However many properties of S are lost when replacing it by 
Reg(S). Some of the lost properties (like inverse, orthodox, etc.) can be recovered 
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if suitable relations (in terms of the generators) are imposed on Reg(S) (and then 
we obtain the constructions Inv(S), Orth(S), etc.). 
The semigroups Reg(S), Inv(S), Orth(S), . . . will not be used as such in the rest 
of the paper; some of their properties are stated as conjectures, and further research 
is needed. 
1.2.4. The sem:igroup Reg(S) 
Let S be a semigroup and let S= (~1 sE S} be a set disjoint from S and in one-to- 
one correspondence with S. Then Reg(S) is the semigroup presented by the set of 
generators SU!? and the relations: 
(I) sIs~=s~ if sI-s~=s~ (where - denotes multiplication in S). 
(2) P,&=s2*s*. 
(3) If w is au word over SUS, then :Y= wi~w, where i+ is 
w=(x,,..., x,)E(SUS)+ then ii’=(&,...,Ri); here x~SUS 
R., S if x=sES, ” 
s if x=SES. 
defined as follows: if 
is defined by: 
Remark. By the relations (2), S can be considered to be the reverse semigroup of 
the semigroup S. 
Relations (1) and (2) together define the free product of S and its reverse s. So 
Reg(S) is the free product of S and S, with the re!ations (3) imposed on it. 
Remark. Reg(S) is a generalization of the so-called “free *-regular semigroup over 
a set of generators”. 
Properfies of Reg(S). (i) Reg(S) is regular (by the relations (3)). 
(ii) Regf.) is a furzctor: If p : S-+ T is a morphism, then there exists a morphism 
Reg((p): Reg(S)-+Reg(T) (defined in the obvious way) etc. If (p is surjective, then 
Reg((p) is surjective. 
Conjecture. SC Reg(S). 
This is harder to prove than it seems at first sight, but probably not too hard. E.g. 
the following reasoning outlines a proof that: if sfJt in S, then s# t in Reg(S). 
Indeed, if sfJt, then t$j~~SIxa~s}~ (Rees quotient), or conversely s4 
{xe S 1 xzf t 1”. Consider now the Rees quotient morphism p : S--n {xrJ s}‘, and 
its fcanctorial image Keg(p) : Reg(S)-*Reg((x 1 xzJ s} O ). We claim that under 
Reg(#:s+s (#O) and i-0. That t-0 is clear; to show that in iieg({x~x~~~}~ ), 
s;tO, observe *that when the relations (1) (2) and (3) are applied, s is factored; but 
factors of s are all 2J s hence never 0 in {xlxrJ s} O. 
eclure. R&S) may be infinite if S is finite. In fact, if a, b E S are not com- 
parable in the s/-order, then (a&“# (a&” if n fm. 
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We shall not use Reg(S) itself in the main part of this paper, but a construction 
(S )reg such that: (S),,, is a homomorphic image of Reg(S) with a zero added; and 
Sr(S),,, if S is ‘unambiguous’ (defined later). 
1.2.5. The semigroup Inv(S) 
Inv(S) is defined to be Reg(S) with the following relations added: 
(4) wiiti9w = fiwwr;ir, for any word w over SU s. 
1.1. Fact. Inv(S) is an inverse semigroup. 
Proof. Regularity follows from the relations (3). We must show that all idempotents 
of Inv(S) commute. 
Let e be any idempotent of Inv(S); then e= I?, for 
e=eCe 
= e@e 
= eeeP 
by (3) 
since e* = B 
by (4) 
= CeP since e = e* 
=e by (3). 
Also, the product of any two idempotents e,f of Inv(S) is an idempotent. Indeed 
let e = e*, f=f2 E Inv(S); then 
ef=ef-ef-ef by (3) 
= effief by (2) 
= effeef since by the above: e= e, f =j’ 
=ef -ef since e=e*, f=f” 
= (ef )*. 
Now finally, 
ef-ef since we proved that ef is an idempotent 
=fe since e=P, f=J El 
Conjecture. If in S the idempotents commute, then Ss Inv(S). 
Conjecture. Inv(S) can be infinite if S is finite. 
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1.2.6. The semigroup Orth(S) 
Orth(S) is defined to be Reg(S) with the following relations added: 
(4’) (w,~,ktw, w~@~I?~w~)~= w,k,W,u~,w~~~~~w~ for all words wI, w2 over SUS. 
1.2. Pact. Orth(S) is an orthodox semigroup. 
proob. Clearly Drth(S) is regular (by (3)). We must show that the product of any 
two idempotents e,f of orth(S) is an idempotent: 
ef = egeflf by (3) 
= e@emf since e2 =p, $L$ 
= (ee&~fl~)~ by (4’), letting wl = e and w2=J 
= (eJ)2. q 
Remark. Axiom (4’) is a consequence of Fact 1.2 since Wiwi and wi Wi are idem- 
patents. 
au&tUre. If the idempotents of S form a subsemigroup, then SlOrth(S). 
Conjecture. Orth(S) can be infinite if S is finite. 
Remark. Other similar constructions can be devised, inspired from various 
semigroup properties. E.g.: 
groups G(S)=(SUS)*/@=B= l), 
bicyclic K(S) ‘I (S u S)*/(ss = 1). 
We shall not use these constructions in their general form in this paper and they 
need further research; they are generalizations of certain previously known con- 
structions (that are ‘free’ in various ways) to arbitrary semigroups. 
1.3. Coun terexamples 
Another notion that one couid think of, but which does not exist, is the notion of 
the “regular subsemigroup generated by an arbitrary subsemigroup of a regular 
semigroup.” i.e., if Ss T and T is regular one could consider n (R/S.;Rl T, R 
regular); this subsemigroup elcists, but it might not be regular. 
1.3. Fact. The inrersection off wo regular subsemigroups of a regular semigroup can 
be non-regular. 
roof. Consider the regular semigroups S, and St, S2 d S defined by 
S=~~“({l,2)x{e-e2)x{1,2,3}), St = .J”(( 1,2} X (e} x ( 1,2}), 
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 
1 
2 
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S,=. //‘I({ 1,2} x (e) x { 1,3}) 
0 1 3 
(These are Rees-matrix semigroups, with matrices given above.) Then S, ?IS, = 
.~“((l,2}x(e}x{l}) is non-regular since it is given by 
0 1 
1 0 q 2 e 
1.4. Fact. The intersection n,$,, R, of a nested chain RI > R,I... > R,> ..a of 
regular semigroups can be empty, or non-empty and non-regular. 
Proof. Le’; R,=./f’((1,2) x{e=e2)xw+ l), i.e., R, is given by 
and let~R,I=.~0({1,2}~(e=e2fx{n,n+l,...,o}) (for new), given by 
also define 
0 
R,= Cl 
H e 
Clearly all semigroups R, with n E w are regular, but n,,, R,, = R,, and R,, is not 
regular. 
An example of a chain of regular semigroups whose intersection is empty is RI = 
(tN,max), R,=((xE N Ixzn},maxj. Cl 
Question. Can every semigroup S be embedded (5) in a regular semigroup which 
has thesame subgroups (or the same divisors) as S? 
Guessed answer: No; there even exist combinatorial semigroups which can not be 
embedded in a regular combinatorial semigroup. 
1.5. Fact. Let K be any cardinal with K 14, and let B(K) be the semigroup of all 
binary relations on a set of K elements (under relational composition). Then B(K) 
is non-regular. 
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Proof. B(K) can be described faithfully by K x K Booiean matrices - with entries 
in the semiring ({O,l);+,.), with O+O=O, l+O=O+l=l+l=l, and l-1=1, 
1-6-O. I =o*o=o. 
Consider the element XE B(K) given by the matrix 
We claim that x is non-regular, i.e., Vy E B(K): xfxyx. Let 
a b c d * .a. 
e f g h * --- 
. . k 1 * --a 
Y= /1: “, * * * 9 ,., 
. . . . . . 
‘. . . . . . 
and assume x = xyx. Then 
a+e b+f c+g d+h m-- 
e+i f+j g+k h-f-1 a-- 
xyx = a-+-i b-tj c-+-k d+l --- 
d . . . I a b c 0 
1100 
L 
=x= 
olloo 
1 0 1 0 
1000 
0 0 
(row 2)x(column 1): e+i+g+k+h+l=O 
3 e=i=g=k=h=l=O, 
=, (row l)x(column 3): b+f+c+g=O 
=$ b=f=c=g=(), 
(row 3) x (column 2): a + i + b + j = 0 
3 a=i=b=j=(). 
t afso (row 1) x (column 2): a + e + b +f= 1. This however is impossible, since we 
just obtained that a = e = b = f = 0. Cl 
A rbitrury vs. rquhr setttigrwps 
The relation 
can be written as x=f-’ . g, where f and g are functions (acting on the right). 
Indeed, the graph of x can be represented as: 
1 m-ml 
2’ ‘2 
3. 
F 
l 3 
4. *4 
. . 
. 
. : 
which is equal to 
1 
2’ 
2 
3’ 
3 
4’ 
4 
assuming Q={1,1’,2,2’,.., >. 
Consider the semigroup S = < f, gjBtQ,. Then the semgroup(S U (s-l 1 s E S ))B(c)) C 
B(Q) is not regular (since it rrrntains the above relation s, which is non-regrriar in 
B(Q)). 
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2. Embedding an unalmbiguous semigroup in a regular semigroup 
Definition. A semigroup S has unambiguous R-order iff (Vk, y, z E S): y+ x and 
~5% ,x, implies _Y and z are R-comparable (the same definition can be made for the 
L-order). 
A semigroup is unambiguous if both its R- and its L-order are unambiguous. 
Dafinitian. A semigroup S has h,, (‘Dedekind height property’ for the R-order) iff 
for any XES there exists a bound (depending only on x) on the length of all >:#- 
chains ascending from x (the same definition can be made for L). 
Remwk, A semigrcup has ha and unambiguous R-order iff the Hasse diagram of 
the > #-relation on S/= t is a union of disjoint rooted trees - so for every vertex 
there is a unique dense path to a root; moreover this dense path to the root is finite. 
Definition. The semigroup S is finite-J-above iff (VIES): the set J( >s)= 
CxN xZl sj iis finite. 
Definition. The semigroup S, = (x 15 S 1 sx=s} is called the right-stabilizer of s in S. 
See (1 J or [S, part II] for more details on the above definitions. 
Definition. (Properties of surmorphisms). Let p : S-+ T be a surmorphism of 
semigroups. 
cp is H-injective iff the restriction of up to any H-class of S is injective. 
q is cyclic-injeclive iff the restriction of v to any cyclic subsemigroup of S is 
injective. 
p preserves idempotents iff for any idempotent e E T, (&I-’ consists only of 
idempotents (equivalently the inverse image of a band is a band). 
cp preserves groups (in the weak sense) iff for any group GI T there is a group 
G’ c (C)p-r c S such that G = (G’)q. 
q preserves torsion-identities iff (Vt t: T): t satisfies tn+k = t” and (&I = t *s 
satisfies s” * k = s”. 
cp is D* iff the inverse image of any regular D-class of T is a unique regular D-class 
of s. 
c is strongly J* iff the inverse image of a set of J-equivalent regular elements of 
T is regular and is all contained in one J-class of S. 
See [1] for more details *3,n these definitions and the following theorem. 
For my semigroul; S, generated by a subset A, there exists a 
s~~~i~ro~p $A9 generated by /I subset of cardinaiity 1 A[ (and also denoted by A), 
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and a surmorphism q : s/: -+S which is injective on A; the following properties 
hold for SEA+ and ~7: 
(1) SJ is unambiguous and has h, and h $. 
(2) Non-regular H-classes of 9: are singletons. 
(3) Left and right stabilizers in 3; are aperiodic. 
(4) $i is finite if S is finite; if S is infinite, then 3; has the same cardinality as 
S; if S is finite-J-above, then so is 9:. 
(5) q is H-injective and cyclic-injective. 
(6) q is D* and strongly J*. 
(7) q preserves groups (weakly) and torsion-identities. 
This theorem means that in global semigroup theory we can replace any 
semigroup S by Si, and obtain properties (1) to (4) - provided the preservaiion 
properties (j)-(7) of are good enough for our applications. 
We shall show next that an unambiguous semigroup whose non-regular H-classes 
are singletons (e.g., S’ for any S) can be embedded in a regular semigroup having 
the same subgroups as the given semigroup. 
2.2. The construction (S),,, 
Let S be an unambiguous emigroup and let S= (.?I SE S} be a set that is disjoint 
from S. Let 0 be an additional element which is neither in S nor in S. 
Let (S),,, be the semigroup defined by the generators SUSU (0) and the foilow- 
ing axioms: 
(1) s,s, =s3 if sr - s2 =s3 in S (where - denotes the multiplication of S). 
(2) SlS2=S3 if s2.s,=s3 in S. 
(3) oo=o. 
Remark. The semigroup generated by SUSU (0) and satisfying (l), (I?), (3), is the 
free product of the semigroup S, S (considered to be the reverse semigroup of S), 
and (0) (the one-element semigroup). On this free product we add the following 
axioms: 
(4) Os=sO=O=Os=sO, for any SES (i.e., 0 acts as a zero). 
(5) sbs=s and SSS=S, for any SES (i.e., s and s are inverses). 
(6L) s,s2 = 0 if sI &, s2 (where z-, denotes incomparability in the L-order of S). 
(6R) S,.s, = 0 if s1 $$ #,s2 (where $$ ti, denotes incomparability in the R-order of S). 
(See [5, Vol. 21, and [6] for the free product of semigroups and related topics.) 
Remark. Unambiguity of S is required for the following reason: Suppose x< _, y, 
SO Z7a ES: .K = ay; therefore x=xXx=x~x = xj~ax. But we could have also :: = sI . x2 
with x2$!?) y; so x,g=O, thus x~=xlxz_~=x,O=O, which implies x~~_ik%~=Od~~. 
This we want to avoid since we want Ss(S),,,. However, in this case the L-order 
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is ambiguous,, since 
x2 /’ 
\/ 
(i.e., xzsy x2; xd,.y, x25& y). 
X 
Similar remarks apply to the R-order. 
Remark (Intuit& idea of the construction). Since we want to embed S in a regular 
semigroup we have to introduce regular inverses - hence we have relation (5) (here 
we actually introduce a new inverse for every element of S; later we shall discuss 
the possibility of introducing new inverses only for non-regular elements); we want 
these new inverses to be regular, which follows from relations (2) and (5). Relation 
(1) is needed if we want S to be embedded in the new semigroup. 
Axioms (6R, &) are critical ones; as we shall prove very soon, their effect is to 
make products of old elements , E S and new elements Si E S regular. Recall (1.1) 
where we argued that regularity means “repeatability with the same results”; in- 
tuitively, one way to obtain repeatability of a transformation s is “to go back into 
the past” up BO the moment hen s was applied first; call s this action of going into 
the past befolre s; so now we have the product ss; (in the group case, the backwards 
movement 3 erases ; in the semigroup case S is “superimposed” on s). However, 
going back into the past is related to the L-order: if s=s,s2 .a- s, _ ,s,, then the last 
action was s,, the previous last action was s,_ Isn; before that the last action was 
sn-2sn_ls, etc..; of course s,s2~..s,~. .+-sY s,_,s,I,-s,. 
Unambiguity of the L-order means here that there is a uniquepcrth back into the 
past (although we do not know uniquely how far back in the past the last action 
occurred). Axiom (6L) now means that if we apply sI and we than go back into the 
past by Sz, we make s,S2 undefined (this is what 0 means) if s2 does not lie on the 
path into the past on which s1 is (i.e.., if we try to go into a past that could not have 
happened). 
Dually, the R-order can be interpreted as forward movement in time; axiom (6R) 
means, that we went into the past by the amount s,, and after that we move for- 
ward in time by the amount s2. If h,owever s2 does not lie on the forward path that 
was used by 3, to go backwards in time, then we make .q,s2 undefined (=O). 
In both cases: we do not go backwards on a path that is incompatible with 
previous forward movements, and we do not go forward on a path that is incom- 
patiMe with earlier backwards movements. This, intuitively, should avoid the in- 
troduction of new groups (cycles). 
AI1 this appears more clearly in the following. 
rmal form of elements of (S),, and regularity 
ct. wet-y element w of (S):,, is eidter 0 ot- can be written (in a not neces- 
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sariiy unique way) in one of the fo/lowing two normal forms: 
(1) r=csl)~~s;!72”‘5;(_,sk7k”‘s,,_,~~_!(s,) 
(elements in parentheses may or may not be present in the product) with 
@I >Y) ti >.r s2 >y t2 >.# “‘>y tk_,z#Skc, tk<# “‘<.#S,-l<, b-1 (<.84 
L J 
not birth = (i.e., .>.Tk<’ or ‘I+<. or ‘>sks’). 
The element sk is called the center of the normal form. The subwords that are 
Ieft, resp. right, of the center, are ca!led the left-, resp. right side. 
(2) r=(sl)t,szt2”‘skfTksk+, .“s,_l~~_l(s,,) 
(again, elements in parentheses may or may not be present) with 
(sl&,) tl>,lS2>,t2>*“‘>,mSk>~tk<sSk+,<_, “‘c,,~S,_)<,f,_, (<iSIr). 
The element k is called the center of this normai form. 
Remark. Strictly speaking, the normal form is not the element r E (Qeg, but the 
sequence w=((s,, )t,,...,t,._,( ,s,))E(SUS)+, with components aiternately in S 
and s, and satisfying the L- and R-orderings given in (1) and (2). (Notation: A ’ is 
the free semigroup over the set of generators A.) 
It is convenient to use the following graphical representation of normal forms 
(which is related to the remarks on forward and backward movement made earlier). 
The normal form s~~~s;!f;!..‘tk_~skfk”‘s,_~frr_~s, with 
will be drawn as in Fig. 1. 
.- , . , 
,’ 
I / 
\ . \ . I_ 
Fig. 1. 
l_ 
-center 
- we 
I 
- 
Here, elements SiES are represented by upward arrows (cf. forlvard mol,ement) 
and elements $ES are represented by downward arrows (backHard movement). 
The relative length of arrows represents the L-resp. R-depth of the components: 
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in 
-ri 
we have s>, t; 
w 
S 7 
in we have t>~# s; 
i s 
in 
I’ 
- we have SC, t; 
s i 
in 
1-I 
- we have t<,,s. 
Similarly, the normal form s1T1s2iz**=skij&+l . ..S._,7,_lS, with 
sl>,tl>,s2>~f2>,~“‘>,1Sk>~tk<.PSk+1<1, “‘<$s,-l<,t,-I<,& 
is drawn as in Fig. 2. 
r- 
17 1 -. 
c- 
-c- 
1 1 1 I ’ - 1 I 
. 
\ 
. 
\ 
center--c 
Fig. 2. 
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Proof of (2.2). We start out with any word in (S U s)+. By axioms (1) and (2), this 
word is equivalent o one in which the components are alternately in S and 3, i.e., 
now every stibsegment of length 2 has either the form my or xJ. If for the subsegment 
ky, we have x& y then Xy = 0 (by axiom (6R)), so the whole word is equivalent o 
0 (by axiom (4)). Similarly, if for the subsegment xjJ we have x$&y, then xJ= 0 
and then thfe whole word will be equivalent o 0. 
Let us assume now that adjactent components of the word w ar’: L-, resp. R- 
compurcrble. We can prove then, by induction on the length of the word w 
(E (SUS)‘), that it is equivalent o a word in one of the above normal forms. 
If the word. w has length 12, then it is in normal form. 
If the word w has length 23, then it contains a subsegment of the form XyZ with 
~~_~y~;:, z, or a subsegment xj% with zZ& y$z. 
Let us consider the case 2yZ; the comparability relations take one of the following i 
~~~~5: 
x< #y<:, z or x>,,y>, z or x2,,ys, z or xI,7y1,z. ‘; _ 
not both = 
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In the latter case we can reduce the length of the word was follows: since there exist 
-- 
u, IJES’ with x=yu, z= uy, we can write the subsegment fyZ as yuyuy, which by 
axiom (2) is equivalent o tiJyy0 (if u or u = 1 ES’ we do not write Z-J or 0); this is 
equivalent (by axiom (5)) to tiy~ which is uyu (by axiom (2)); hence we have replaced 
the subsegment X~Z (of length 3) by the subsegment cy< of length 1. 
The case XJZ is dealt with similarly: the comparability relations are 
X<,Y<dZ or X>,_Y>,z or xz,yI#z or xc,,y~~z. 
L / 
not both = 
In the latter case we can reduce the length of the word w. 
Inductively, we obtain that the word w is equivalent o a word in which all adja- 
cent components are comparable (R or L as given by axiom (6)) but such that the 
comparability relations for three adjacent components always take the form 
x<y<z or x>y>z or xzzy<z (not both =) - where R and L alternate. The case 
x~yzz does not occur anymore. 
It is now easy to see that the configuration xi <yl cannot occur left of the con- 
figuration x2>y2 (otherwise, since the word is finite, at some point there is a transi- 
tion from <<< ... to s-m >>>, where we have then - I - Z- ; this contradicts the 
assumption that this configuration has been eliminated). Therefore the orderings in 
the word take the shape >> ...>zz~< s..<<; at the center we have .?.I. (not 
both E, since .= .E. is an instance of - 5 - 2 -). 
This proves the fact. q 
2,3. Corollary. If S is finite, then (S)reg is finite. 
2.4. Fact. The semigroup (S),, is regular. 
Proof. We shall prove that if w=(s,)~;s~~~~~~~~_,s~~~~~~s,_,~~_,(s,) with 
is an inverse for w (i.e., w= ww’w). 
This will be proved by induction on n, the length of the shortest normal form 
representation that exists for the element in (S),,,. 
First, those elements having a normal form representation of length 1 satisfy our 
claim (this is the content of axiom (5): S=SSS and S=M). 
Assume now that elements having a normal form of length shorter than the length 
of w (and center in S) satisfy our claim. Then 
ww’w - - 
= KS1 )t, S2 t2 . ..s.-~7,_,(s,,)][(s,~)t,_,~,*_, *** t2S2t,(S,)l[(S,)tlS~~~.“S,- A- &)I. 
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Since t,,_r<,s,, sr<,t,, thereexist a,6ESsuch that I,,_t=s,a, sl=brl; so 
=(s,)[T*s2’“* s,_,~“_~][t,_~~~-~~~~t~S~f~][fiS~~~~S”_~r,_,1(s,). 
Thus we have reduced the length of the normal form. We can continue as follows: 
since t,,_,>,s,_,, ~t>#s~ there exist c,dES, with s,,_t=ct,_t, st=trrl; then 
ww’w=(s,)[~,~~~~~~~ct,_,~t,_~][t,_,s,_~~~~t~~,t~][~~ .tld.rz...s,_,t,_,](s,) 
=(S,)~~S~~~~~~C~,_,S~_,~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~S~-~~~_,(S~) 
Thus, inducrkvely, we obtain ww’w = w. 
The case of elements of (S),, representable by a normal form with center in 
‘9 is treated similarly: the inverse of (.st)~t~~~~ =..s&sk+ 1 -.-s,,_ I fn_ I@,,) with 
(s,>,)fr>tis2>, t2>d...>18~k>1,tk<iPsk+I<r....(<psn) is 
with 
Finally, the case of the element 0 is trivial since 0 0 0=0 (axiom (3)). Cl 
2.5. Fact. The normal form represent&ions of elements of (S),, is usually not 
unique. The following holds: 
(a) If as=, s, then aS* as=~s in (S),,,. 
(b) sb = _* s, then sb - & = SS in (S),, . 
Proof of (a). ((b) is proved dually.) 
Crrsas =:as - as% (since sSs) 
=Z-as-&i-s-s (since as=-, s, ZkxS’: cas=s) 
=E*as*z-c~s +y axiom (2); E is dropped if c = 1) 
=as.p.s (by axiom (5)) 
- 
=cas-s (since 6% = aS. C, axiom (2)) 
=S* s. 
-.. 
s, then (Vt,,t2ES): test, - ast?=st, - st2. 
(b) If sb = $ s, then ( Vt,, t2 E S): f, sb - t2sb = tl s - t2s. 
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- -- 
Proof of (ah q - ast2 = I I as- as t2 = ?, Ss tz (by the fact). Now use axiom (2). 
2.7. Corollary. Elements of (S),,, that do not belong to S USU (0) do not have 
unique normal forms. 
We shall see in the appendix that the above fact is the “only source of non- 
uniqueness” of the representation by normal forms. 
2.4. Relations and their inverses 
Before we deal with the non-uniqueness of the representation of an element of 
(S),,, by normal forms, and prove the main properties of (S),,, (regularity, embed- 
ding of S, etc.), we revisit example (1.2.2) and see how it can be made to work (i.e., 
the group divisors of S are preserved, and we obtain regularity). 
Recall the idea of 1.2.2: embed S(:B(S’) (the semigroup of all binary relations 
on the set S’, under composition of relations). Within B(S’) consider the subsemi- 
group S, which is generated by the set SU (s-l 1s~ S) (where se-* denotes the 
inverse relation of s). Then SlS,. This semigroup could be non-regular, and one 
can show that it may contain groups that do not divide S (i.e., that are not homo- 
morphic image of a subsemigroup of S). 
Let us now introduce the additional assumption that S is unambiguous. 
2.8. Fact. Assume S has unambiguous L-order. Theta s, ST’ = 0 in SB iff sI $k_, s2 h 
5 (where 0 is the empty relation). 
Proof. We have: sis~i#O iff (&ES’): (x)sis~i#O iff @x,u~S’): u~(x)sis;i iff 
(VX*uES’): us2=xsi. 
(a) If for some u, XE S’: us2=xsl, then s2 and sl 2, us2 ( =xsl). By unambiguity 
of the L-order of S, this implies sl ZY s2. 
(e=) Suppose s1 ZY s2, i.e., s1 2, s2 or s1 I, s2. 
If s, 1, ~2, then (AXE Si): xsi =s2. So for u = 1: ~si = us2. 
If s,<,s2, then (&ES’): sl=us2. So for.u=l: xsI=us2. C 
This fact means that S, satisfies axiom (6L). 
We mentioned already that S satisfies also axioms (1) (embedding), (2) (since for 
relations (R, R2) -’ = RF’R;‘), (3) a.nd (4) (where here 0 is the empty relation), and 
(3. 
To get axiom (6R) to hold (instead of (6L)) we can use the dual construction of 
S,: Let B*(S’) be the semigroup of all binary relations on S’, under composition - 
but this time we let the relations act on the left. It is easy to see that B*(S’) is 
isomorphic to B(S’), by the isomorphism R- R-‘; however Sg+sB*(S’) defined 
by Sg*=(SU3s-‘sls~S))B*~sl~ is not necessarily isomorphic to S,. This follows 
from: 
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2.9. Fact. Assume S has unambiguous R-order. Then 
s;ls2=0 in SB+ iff s, $$, s2 in S. 
(The proof is dual to that of 2.8.) 
Now S=S,* and S,. satisfies axioms (1) through (5) and (6R) - but (6L) does 
not necessarily hold. 
To obtain a semigroup containing S and satisfying all the axioms (l)-(5), (6R and 
L), we combine SB and S,+ as fallows: 
First map the free semigroup (S USU IO})+ onto SB (and onto S& by: 
w~(SUSUCQ))“H(W)~~S~, where (w)(p is obtained from w by replacing com- 
ponent s by the relation SE SC S,, and S by s-’ E S,, and 0 by the empty relation; 
similarSy q*: tISUSU (O})++&*. 
Clearly (p and IQ* are surmorphisms. 
From now on assume that S is unambiguous. 
Next define (the relation = on (SUsU(0))’ by wl=w2 iff 
(1) (wt)Ip=O or (wr)q*=O (i.e., w1 acts as the empty relation, on the left or on 
the right), and (W&J = 0 or (W&P* = 0, or 
(2) neither 1~~ nor w2 act as the empty relation (neither left nor right), and 
(~$P=(WV and (qM*=w29bo*. 
2.10. Claim. 2: is a congruence on (SUsU(O))+. Denote (SUsU{O})+/= by S,. 
Proof. Reflexivitiy and symmetry are obvious. It is also easy to see that = is com- 
patible with left and right multiphcation in (SUSU (O})+. Transitivity is easily 
showed as follows: let wI = w2, w2- - ~3; from the definition, either wl, w2,, w3 never 
act as 0 (neither feft nor right), or each of wl, w2, w3 acts as 0 (on the left or the 
right - not necessarily all on the same side). If wI, w2, w3 never act as zero, then 
(by definition of = ) (WI 9~ = (~29% W29v = 0439~ and (wl 9~ *= (w& *, (w29p * = 
(w+*; hence wi = w3. If wlr w2, w3 can act as 0, then [(w,)p=O or (wl)q*=O], and 
[(w&=0 or (w2)47*-O], and [(w3)q=0 or (w3)(p*=O], hence w1 = w3. 
2.11. Claim. S, satisfies all the axioms (i)-(5) and (6R), (6L). (Recall that we 
assume that S is unambiguous.) 
roof. (I) sl s2 = (sl - s2) since (s, s2)q9 =((q - sz))p and (si s2)q7 * = ((sl - sz))p *. 
(2) and (5) are proved similarly. 
(4) So=0 since (SO& = 0 and (0)~ = 0; the rest of (49, as well as (39, are proved 
similarty. 
IfsI $$, st, then (si~~)~=s~s~~ =0 in S, (by 24, thus s,s~=O by the defini- 
i! .sZ, then <F, s2)q7’*= 0 in SE+ (by 2.9), hence s,s2==0, by the definition 
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2.12. Claim. SC& and {s-‘jsES}IS,. 
Proof. If s1 =:s2, then (since q, sz E S never act as 0 in SD or Ss*): (s,)~ = (S.&J and 
(s,)~P*=(s~)QI*. Applying these to the element 1 ES] we obtain sI = 1 - sI =(l)((s,)p)= 
(l)({s&?)= 1 * s2=s2. so s1 =s2. If s, 5.5, then (since they never act as 0): 
(s,)~ = (s2)q, thus sI -‘=$I; hence (by a remark in 1.2.2), s,=s,. 
2.13. Fact. Any semigroup generated by S U SU (01 and satisfying all the axioms 
(l)-(6) is a homomorphic image of (S),,,. 
Proof. Assume T is generated by SUslJ(O} and satisfies the axioms. The sur- 
morphism h : (S),,, +T is defined by associating to a product of generators in 
(S),,, the same product of generators in T. This is a function: if two words 
wl, w2 E (SUSU CO})’ are the same when considered as products of generators in 
(S),,, then q, w2 must also be the same in T, since T satisfies the axioms (l)-(6). 
Moreover h is a morphism, by the definition. 0 
2.14. Corollary. S= is a homomorphic image of (S),,,. 
2.15. Fact. The homomorphism h : (S),,, -+S= is injective when restricted to the 
subsemigroup generated by S. 
Moreover, this semigroup generated by S in (S),,, is isomorphic to the 
semigroup S (i.e., the morphism s E S ++ s E (S),,, is one-one). 
The dual result holds for $. 
Proof. Let sI, s2 E (S) 5 (S),,, and supose (S,)h = (s,)h; then sI = sz, which implies 
(by the proof of the claim “SIS,“) that sI=s2 (same element in the set Sd. 
Similarly: (3, )h = (s2)h implies s; ’ = s; ‘, hence s1 = s2. 
2.16. Corollary. Sl(S),,, and s=(S),,,. 
Instead of the ‘two-sided’ relation = , we can define the ‘one-sided’ congruences 
=# and =:, on (SUSU (O})+, as follows: w1 = 1 w2 iff 
(1) [(~,)a=0 or (w,)~*=O] and [(w&=0 or (wz)p*=O], or 
(2) neither w1 nor w2 ever act as the empty relation (neither on the left, in SB=, 
nor the right, in S,), and (wl)q = (K~)(P in S,. 
The relation zY is defined dually. 
Remark. = A3 (resp. =:,) can also be considered as a relation defined on SB (resp. 
SB*) - instead of (S USU CO})‘. 
2.17. Claim. = H1 is a congruence on (S U s U {O))+, and on SB (and duall_v for = ., ). 
Denote (SUSU {Of)+/- d ( = SB/ = n’ ) by S= p (resp. S,_). 
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Proof. Same as’ for the previous claim, for S,. 
2.18. Corollas. S_ and Say are homomorphic images of S, (and hence of(S),,,). 
Mt~eover, the homomorphisms are injective when restricted to the subsemigroup 
S (or the subsmigroup (s-l 1 s E S 1). 
2.19. Clak S_ and Ssy satisfy all the axioms (l)-(6). (The proof is the same as 
for S_). 
2.20. elf&IL S== (SLE x s Lu susu{o) ) (the product in the category of semigroups 
generated by SUsU(O), see ill I.61 f;or definitions). 
Pmf. To bl&L ~sso~.h~e (twl,,,lwlt,)~(Sa.p~S~y)SU~U~O~. 
If [w]= acts as 0 on the left or tke right, then [w],=[w],, =[w],,. 
If [w]_ never acts as zero (left or right action), then [w],, and [w],, together 
determine [WI= (by definition of = ). 
Finally we Isave the following commutative diagram: 
2.21 
2.22. Fact. The semigroups S,,, St,, St, are regular. If S is finite, then they are 
finite and their subgroups divide subgroups of S. 
(Recall the definition of semigroup division: A divides B, denoted A < B, iff some 
subsemigroup of B maps homomorphically onto A.) 
Proof. Since S,, X, , S=, are homomorphic images of (S&,, the fact follows 
from the regularity of (S),,, - and, in the finite case, from Theorem 2.23 which 
will be given next. Cl 
Remark. St is not necessarily isomorphic to (S),,,. For example if S is a finite 
monoid and its (unique) maximal J-cIass is a non-trivial group G (the ‘group of 
units’), then s-l EG c S (for SE G); however in (S&, s+S (as we shall prove 
~~te~~~ 
mtks of (S),,,, and of the embedding of Sr (S),,, 
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2.23. Theorem. Let S be an unambiguous semigroup, and let (S), be the 
semigroup constructed in Section 2.2 (and let 0 be the zero of f(S),,,). Then 
S I (S),,, (Corollary 2.16), and (S), has the following properties: 
(1) (S),,, is regular (Fact 2.4). 
(2) The L (resp. R or J) -order or (S),,,, restricted to elements oJf S, is the L 
(resp. R or J) -order of S. (i.e., if sI,s2 E S and s1 IS, in (S),,, then s1 IS, in S, 
where I stands for any one of sy, I.# or I~). 
(3) Every D-class (resp. J-class) of (S),,,, except the J-class (01, contains one 
and only one D-class (resp. J-class) of S. 
Precisely: a D-class of(S),,, is obtained from the D-class of S which it contains, 
by “adding rows and columns” in the Green-Rees picture. 
In particular this implies that an H-class of(S),,, lies either entirely in S (and is 
an H-class of S), or does not intersect S. 
This implies that every group of (S),,, is either a subgroup of S or a Schiitzen- 
berger group of a non-reguiar D-class of S - and thus divides S. 
And: if every non-regular H-class of S is a sing!eton, then every subgroup of 
(S),,, is isomorphic to a subgroup of S. 
(4) If S is finite, then (S),,, is finite. If S is finite-J-above, then (S),,, is finite-J- 
above except at zero (i.e., V.Y#O in (S),,, the set {w E (S),,, 1 w 1, x} is finite). 
If S is infinite, then S and (S),,, have the same cardinaltiy. 
(5) If S is torsion (resp. aperiodic, resp. bounded torsion satisfying x” fh =x0), 
then (S kg is torsion (resp. aperiodic, resp. bounded torsion satisfying 
Xl+a+b=Xl+o 
1. 
Remark. The restriction that S be an unambiguous semigroup is not very strong, 
since by Theorem 2.1 we have: for any semigroup S there exists a semigroup $.{ 
such that q : 3; -+S; 9; is unambiguous and its non-regular H-classes are 
singletons; the morphism q preserves important properties of S, regarding the 
subgroups and regular elements; if S is finite (resp. finite-J-above), then so is $.f. 
Proof of 2.23. (I) We proved already in Corollary 2.16 that S<(S),,,, and in Fact 
2.4 that (S),,, is regular. That S<(S),,, also follows from Lemma 2.26. 
(3) We shal prove next that every D-class of (S),,,, except the J-class (O}, con- 
tains elements of S. This will follow from: 
2.24. Fact. Any non-zero element XE(S),,~ is D-equivalent to the center ( E S U s I 
of any normal form that represents x. 
Proof. Let w=s,~,s~~~~~~~~_,s~~~~~~s,_,~~_~s, with 
s1>:, tl> is:!>_, t2B.j . ..>_.tk_,>iS~5_,tk<n....<~S ,,_I <.,t,pl<3s,,v 
be a normal form representing XE (?Qreg, xs0. (If the center is in s, the reasoning 
is almost identical.) 
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We claim that x=# sl?,s& s-s &_ Isk. The ordering I.~ is obvious; the z.# - 
ordering is proved by induction on n -k (i.e., the length of the part of w which is 
right of the center). 
If la-k=& then x=s~~~s~~~~~.&_~s~. 
In general: since fn _ , es s, and s, _ I <*. t, _ , , there exists u, u E S with t, _ , = s,,u 
and s,_ I = & _ 1. Then 
- - 
x- u=s,t~S2t2”‘Sk...S,_,fn_~ s,. u 
v J 
- - 
Thus, XL( is obtained from x by simply removing fn_ 1 - s,; this implies xu 1 $x. 
h4oreover: x f u I ,il x. Hence xu =!# x. 
Proceeding inductively we obtain x=.,# .~ri;s~~~ 0.. tk_ rsk. 
In a similar way one proves that slFrs2F2 e.. & _ ,skzY Sk. This proves that 
x=,sk. [7 
2.25. Corollary. Every non-zero D-class (hence every non-zero J-class) of (S)reg, ~ 
contains elements of S. 
Proof. By the above fact, every element .YE(S& with x+0, is D-equivalent 
(hence J-equ.ivalent) to either an element of S or an element of S (depending on the 
center of the normal forms representing x). But, by axiom (5), every element of S 
is D-equivalent o an element of S. Cl 
Proof of 2.23 (contd). To prove part (2) of the theoren: and to show that every non- 
zero D (resp. J) -class of (S), contains at most one D (resp. J) -class of S, we use 
the following lemma: 
2.26. Lemma. (I) The element 0 of (S),,, cannot be represented by any other 
normal form. 
(2) For all sl, s2 E S: sI #s, in (S),,, . 
(3) Let x E (Sk,, with x+0. Then all normal forms representing x have the same 
length (as elements of the set (SUS)+). 
(4) 1;’ s E S (- (S),,,, then the only normal form representing s is s itself. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the uniqueness of coded normal forms - and this 
is defined and proved in the Appendix. Cl 
Remark. By (3) of the lemma, a length function is defined for the elements of 
(Sk,. Clearly: for x, y E (S),,: length(xy) 5 length(x) + length(y). 
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2.21. Fact. Let sl, s2 E S, and let 5 stand for one of 5, , 5 a>) 5 f; let = stand for 
one of sY, =,#, Ed, s,~. Then 
s1 s s2 in (Sk,, iff sI Is2 in S; 
s1 =s2 in (S),,, iff sI =s2 in S. 
Proof. We consider the case of I, ; the other ones are very similar. 
If sl I, s2 in (S),,, then either s1 =s2 (and then s1 5, sz in S) or there exists 
x~(S),,s with sI =xs2. By the above lemma: x#O. So x is of the form X~J,X~J~ ems 
~,-2x,-l~n-Ixnwithx~>yyt>~x~>~~2>.A.-.<1Exn-~<~~n-~<~xXn. 
Since sI #O we have, by the above lemma: yn_, S& x,,s2 (otherwise xs s2 =0 
in (S),,,). If yn_ , <,@ x,, 0 s2 or if x,, or j$- I is the center of x, then xlp,xZji, -a. 
~~_2xn_,~n_,xns2isanormalform.Otherwisey,_,~,,x,~s2and(3u~S’)y,_,~u= 
xns2; moreover (.!?uES)x,_r=Oy~-r since xn_ I<ryn-l. So 
Again yn_2$Ip UX,,S, (otherwise x-s,=0 in (S),,). If Y”-~<.~ ox,.sz or if x,-r 
or j$_2 is the center of x, then x,j+x2jj2 ~~~~~_2uxns2 is a normal form. Other- 
wise we continue, inductively. Finally, there exists i( < n) such that sr =xs? = 
XlylX2J2.‘*Jn_itS2, for some teS’, and X~_P~X~IP~ ---jjn_ its2 is a non-zero normal 
form (i.e., Y,.,_~<,~ ts2, or: yn_i~if ts and _P~_~ or ts2 is the center of xsz). 
However, by Lemma 2.26 the element s1 ES is itself its unique normal form 
representation; hence the normal form xl Jr xZJ2 V-mjn_its2 must actually be equal 
to ts2. Hence sI = ts2 with t ES', i.e., s, (I s2 in S. 0 
2.28. Corollary. Every D (resp. J, R, L) -class of (S),, contains at most one D 
(resp. J, R, L) -class of S. 
This corollary together with Corollary 2.25 implies that every non-zero D (resp. 
J) -class of (S),,, contains one and only one D (resp. J) -class of S. 
Proof of 2.23 (contd.). To finish the proof of part (3) of the theorem we need the 
following: 
2.29. Fact. Let s, t E S, and let x E (S),,, be such that s I o x, t 5 _, .I- in (S),,, . Then 
x is an element of S. 
roof. Let x1 Jr x2 p2 ..* x, _ , jjn _ ,x, be a normal form representing x (since s 5 R x . . . , 
we cannot have x = 0). 
We have SI,X and tzs, x; if s=x or t=x, then XES. In the other case: there 
exist non-zero elements U, u E (S),, such that s = xu and t = ox. 
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Then the normal form representation of IX is of the form wY,x, + I --- x, _ I _,P,, _ lxn, 
where w E (S),,, and p,,xh + 1 ---AT,_ *yn_ ,x, is the part of x that is right of the center 
(including the center if center =J$, E 3 and yh < p: xh + I 1. This follows from an induc- 
tive reasoning tlhat i~ - very similar to those used in the proofs of previous properties 
of normal forms. 
However, since t E S, the normal form ux must have length = 1 (by Lemma 2.26). 
Hence the part J#,+ 1 ..-~~_,x,doesnotexist,andwisoftheformx,ll..*9h_Ixh 
with x1 >vyI >:# l -. >ry;r_I z9 xh. Hence, in particular, the center of the normal 
form representing x is xh E S. 
By a similar reasoning, this time using SC,@ x, (hence s=xl j$ .-- xh w’) one shows 
that the part of x which is left of the center is empty: hence x is equal to its center 
&ES. so XES. Cl 
2.30. Corollary. IfseS, x~((s),, and ssx x in (S),,, then XES. 
From this corollary it follows that every H-class of (S),,, which intersects S lies 
entirely within S. Moreover this will then be an H-class of S (by Fact 2.27). 
From Fact 2,,29 it follows that the Green-Rees picture of a non-zero D-class d 
of (S),, is obtained by taking the unique D-class 6 of S that A contains, and 
adding rows and columns: 6 will appear as a full rectangle within A -as displayed 
in Fig. 3. 
If the H-&sasses h,, h2 or S belong to the D-class 6 5 S and if the l.klass H of 
A c(S),, is = d hl and =Y h2 in (S)reg, then Hc 6, by Fact 2.29. 
The statements on the groups of (S),,, follow easily now. 
I--- 
Fig. 3. 
Proof of f-23 (4). That (S),, is finite if S is finite follows from the normal form 
representation. 
If S is infinite, then (S),, has the same cardinality as S, since SIDES, and 
(S),,, is a homomorphic image of the free semigroup (SUSU (O))+, which has the 
same cardinal&y as S. 
se ntow that S is finite-J-above. To show that for every non-zero element 
XE (S),,, the set Jt zx in (S),,,) = {IV E (S),,, 1 w z,~ x in (S),,,} is finite, it is enough 
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to show that (VSES): the set J( 1s in (S),,,) is finite (since by Corollary 2.25, x is 
z, , to an element in S). 
Let WE(S),,,- {0) be such that WZ,:, s in (S),,,. So, there exist wI, w2 E (S),,, 
such that wlww2 = s. Let u E S Us be the center of w (in some representation by a 
normal form). Then it follows from the definition of normal forms, that u (or ii) 
is ry-above the center of wI ww2; moreover the center of wI ww2 must be equal to 
s (by Lemma 2.26). 
Thus we proved that if wzj s in (S),,,, where s E S, w E (S),,, - (0)) then the 
center of w is QES or &ES with s~>-~s. 
Hence, since S is finite-J-above, there are only finitely many possible choices 
for centers of elements w E (S),,, such that wzzi/ s. Moreover, by the shape 
of normal forms, there are only finitely many elements in (S),,, with a given 
center if S is finite-J-above (recall that the components of a normal form satisfy 
“‘>r >,# >y . ..1center5...<.<,<...). 
This shows that for every element s E S, the set (w E (S),,,/ w I, s in (S),,,) is 
finite; hence the same holds true for any element A-E@&, xf0 (as mentioned 
earlier). 
Remark. If S is infinite, the element 0 has infinitely many elements 1, -above 
(since V’sES: Sr?O in (S),,,). 
This proves the theorem. Cl 
Remark. By the theorem, unambiguous emigroups are ‘close’ to regular ones. 
Conversely, if S is regular (and A is a set of generators) then $ 
-2 
and 5.; are 
unambiguous, and regular (this was observed by J. Rhodes). 
(Proof. ii has unambiguous L-order, $$ has unambiguous R-order; moreover, the 
^Y 
canonical morphism q; Z?i +gi is an R*- morphism, which implies that q preserves 
the R-structure of regular semigroups. Hence, if S is regular (* gj regular), then 
-Y 
sjff has also an unambiguous R-order). See also [l]. 
2.6. Preservation of (bounded) torsion. Length of products 
2.6.1. Torsion and bounded torsion 
2.30. Proposition. If S is torsion (resp. aperiodic), then (S),,, is torsion (resp- 
aperiodic). 
More precisely: Suppose every element s of S satiqfies one of the identities 
S a+b_ a -S, where (a, b) ranges over some subset X of N x N; then every element 
w E IS),,, satisfies one of the identities w’ ” ‘b = w1 ‘a, where still (a, 6) ranges over 
the set X. 
ln particular, if S is bounded torsion satisfying the identity x” + b =x” (for a fixed 
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/Mit (4 b)), then (S),,, is also bounded torsion and satisfies the identity x1 + a + b = 
xl+a 
. 
Remark. We are still assuming that S is unambiguous. If S is not unambiguous, then 
by Theorem 2.1: if S is torsion (every element of S satisfying some torsion identity 
xe+& =x0, (a, b) E X for a certain set XC N x N), then Si is torsion (with the same 
set of torsion klentities). 
Proof of 2.30. Assume every element s of S satisfies an identity sa+b = s”, for 
(a; b)e X (where X is a given subset of N x N, depending only on S). 
Let us first prove the proposition for elements WE (S& of length 0, 1,2 or 3. 
The element 0 of (S),,, trivially satisfies any identity of the form x1 to+ b =x1 +a 
(no matter what set (a, b) is taken from). Also, if an element SE SI (S),,, satisfies 
z ‘b = s”, then it also satisfies ’ +“+ b= s ’ +‘. This takes care of elements of length 
Oar 1. 
Assume the length of w is 2. Then w is of the form a - &, or ba. fi or d - ab, or 
a* u (since we must have L, resp. R-comparability). We shall only consider the case 
w =a. &, sincr the other ones are dual. 
If u&ba, tlren w2=O; thus w2= w3=.-.= w” (for any n), hence w satisfies any 
identity of the form ~i+“+~= w’+~ (for any h, k). 
Jf as,, ba, then either al:& ba or a<,,ba. 
if II I g ba, then (L!c E S’ ) ba = ac. Hence 
w2=abaa~a-a~caba=a~lia~6 
=acB6=abac=ub2a since ac = ba. 
More generally: w” =uh”~, as is easy to check. Therefore, if S is torsion (resp. 
aperiodic), w will be torsion (resp. aperiodic); and if be S satisfies the identity 
ti*‘=Xh, then w will satisfy the same identity, hence also the identity x’+~+~= 
xl+h . 
The case a<,ba cannot arise if S is a torsion semigroup, as follows from the 
next lemma. 
2.31. Lemma. If S is u torsion semigroup, then it is impossible to have a <,# ba or 
a<, ab. (This lemma expresses the fact that torsion semigroups have t,le so-called 
‘stability’ property.) 
Proof. If a< 1 ba, then (ZCE S’) a= b a c; hence (Vn >O) a = b”uc”. Hence: 
ba= b”+ ‘UP, VnrO. If S is torsion, there exist h, kr 1 with c’ =c?+~. Therefore 
bu=bh+‘ach=bh+iach+lck-‘=ack-l (since b”ac”=a, Vn). So ba=ack-‘, where 
8-i ES’. This however contradicts the strictness of a<$ba. The case a<,,ab is 
tr~~tcd similarly. c! 
.). We could now directly proceed to the inductive step. 
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However it is useful to deal with the case of length three to see how the torsion 
bound increases. 
Length =3: The element w has the form a6c of any of its dual forms. Then if 
ca$?&, 6 or ca$& b we have w’=O, so w’ th+k= WI+” for any h,k>O. 
If caz, b, car:,b then (Zx,y~S~)b=cax=yc~. Then 
w2=a6ca6c=aGGcaycac=a~GcaGYc 
=a2Zpc=aycaxc=acax2c since yea = tax. 
More generally w” = a tax” c. Hence if S is torsion (resp. aperiodic), then w is 
torsion (resp. aperiodic), and if XES satisfies the identity xhfk=xh, then w 
satisfies that same identity, hence also w’+~+‘= w’+~. 
If car, b, cas,, b then (gx,y~ S’) ca= bx-yb. Now w2=a6ca6c. And: 
w3=a6ca6ca6c=a6yb6bx6c 
=a6ybx6c=a6bx26c. 
In general: w” =a66x”-‘6~. So, if S is torsion (resp. aperiodic), then w is tor- 
sion, resp. aperiodic. However, if XES satisfies x~‘+~=x~, then w satisfies 
w*+~= ~i’~+~. The other cases (ca 5, 6, ca>,, b, etc.) cannot arise if S is torsion 
(by the above lemma). 
Assume w has fength m, mr3. Let w be of the form 
w=LcR= L 
@@@ 
C 
where L is the left side of w, R is the right side of w, and c is the center (E SUS). 
If w2=0 then, as already remarked earlier, w will satisfy any equation 
Wl+h+k=Wl+h , with h,k>O. 
So, we will assume from here on that w2#0. Moreover, for R r2 we can write 
w”= L(cRL)“-‘CR. To show that w satisfies an identity w’+~*+~= w’+~, it is 
therefore enough to show that cRLc can be written as UC where u is an element of 
(S),, of length 12. Then indeed w” = Lu ‘I- ‘CR, and we showed already that every 
element of length 12 satisfies a torsion identity of S: z? +’ = u”; that way we ob- 
tain. wl+h+k, w’+‘~. The proposition will now follow from the following: 
2.32. Claim. cRLc can be written in the form UC, where II has Iength at most 2. 
To prove the claim we have to airalyze various cases. First we consider the situa- 
tion where R (or, dually, L) is empty. So: 
cRLc = 
C C 
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Four cases arise, according 
of L belongs to S or S: 
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as c belongs to S or S, and the left-most coordinate 
Case (A): c E S, and the left-most coordinate of L is or E !?. Then 
Recall that we assume w2 #O; hence c~~~x,. Also, since Lc is a normal form: 
xl >,jsx2>u l*->c. Hence, since S is torsion (hence stable - or use the lemma 
proved in this section): c<~x~ _ Let (;I E S be such that x2 =xra (since x1 ># x2). 
Then, by reduciag: 
cWLc=c c I . 4 @I\ C 
Thus: Lc has ban repIaced by a normal form of smaller length. 
Case (B): CE s’, and the left-most coordinate of L is xl ES. Then 
A 
t 
cRLc=c l x1 C = c C 
(using a similar ,reasoning as in case (I), since w2#0 and x3 = &x2 <y,:2, etc.; here 
x3 c&d actual@ be c itself, if w = LcR = Lc has length 3). Again Lx has been 
replaced by a nclrmal form of smaller length. 
Cases (C) end (D) (where c E S) are dual to cases (A) and (B). 
Finally (still in the situation where R is empty), applying cases (A) and (B) (induc- 
tion on the length of Lc) we obtain: cRLc=cLc has length one and can be written 
as uc (with LPES if cES; and UES if CES). 
The case wh,ere L is empty is dealt with similarly. 
e now consider the situatio’n where neither L nor R are empty, and we shall, 
~y~r~~ reductions, replace Lc or CR by normal forms of smaller length. 
garn 4 ea.ses occur according as the left.-most coordinate of L and the right-most 
ate of R belong to S or to 3. 
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Case (I): The right-most coordinate 
of L is j$ ES. Then 
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of R is x1 ES, and the left-most coordinate 
. 1 ___ 
Vl 
C 
Since w*#O, we have xl &, yl . Assume x1 z,,yr (the other case is dual); let x2 = xla 
(x2 could be c itself). Then 
cRLc=c B I 
ii 
= C . C 
/ 
So CR has been replaced by a normal form of smaller length. 
Case (2): The right-most coordinate of R is xi E Y, and the left-most coordinate 
of L is y, ES. Then 
cRLc=c t . t 
x1 Yl 
So, CR has been replaced by a normal form of smaller length, 
replaced by x1 Lc which is a word that has the same length Lc, 
to be reduced. 
while Lc has been 
but which still has 
If xl y, >r.y2, then xlLc is already reduced. Asmne XI ~15, YI ; then by awl!@ 
to 
the same reasoning as for the situation 
C lal L c 
(cases (A), (B), where R is empty), we make the string shorter and shorter. In the 
end two cases can occur: 
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Case (2a): x1 Lc is finally reduced to a normal form 
Cux (2b): x1 Lc reduces to a normal form 
a c 11 
(undrr the conditions of case (2) this can only happen if CE !?); here acyrc. (i.e. c 
will no longer be the center of the new normal form). 
If case (2b) ever occurs we shall have: 
where a <,_ c. 
Then, applying again the reasoning of cases (A) and (B) (where this time the 
equivalent of "L" is empty), R’ will be replaced by shorter and shorter strings, and 
finally 
So we can write cRLc=uc, taking 
(length 2). 
U=C 
If case (2b) never occurs, we afternately apply cases (1) and @a) and make L and 
R shorter . . . until one of L or R disappears (length 0). Then we are back in case 
(A) or (B). So here cRLc has length one (see cases (A) and (B)), and cRLc = UC (u 
of length 1). 
Further cases occur, when the right-most coordinate of R is W, ES, but these 
c cases (I) and (2j. 
claim, and hence the proposition. 3 
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2.6.2. Bound on the length of products 
The reasoning that proves that bounded torsion etc. is preserved (when we go 
from S to (S)& can be generalized. If wl, w2 are two elements of (S),,, we can 
give a good upper bound of the length of wI w2 (when represented by a norrnai 
form). This product formula connects the two “dimensions” that normal forms 
have: the length (number of coordinates, alternatingly in S and S), and the ‘depth’ 
(still to be defined) of the center coordinate (see Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. 
In the case of stable semigroups, the J-order plays the role of the depth-order. 
Recall that a semigroup is ‘stable’ iff the following holds: let al, b (resp. I I’); 
then a<, b (resp. c,~) iff a<4b. 
Let I(.) denote the length function; let w1 = L,c,R, and w2 = LzczR2 be elements 
of (A’),,, (where L, R,c denote respectively the left side, the right side, the center). 
2.33. Proposition. 4ssume S is a stable semigroup. Then: 
(1) If cl sYc2, then I(w,w2)51(w1) + &c2R2). 
(2) If c,>Cyc2, and if clRl =c,R;R;, where R; is the set of those coordinates x of 
RI for which x >y c2, then: 
I(w,wz)=I(LIc,R;)+I(c2R2). 
Proof. Part (2) of the proposition is obtained by iterating part (1). The proof of part 
(1) is very similar (case analysis) to the proof of preservation of bounded 
torsion. q 
If S is not stable, then the depth condition “cl >?c~” is to be replaced with the 
following: 
( Va, cl zf a) ( Vx, xzcy c2): (Y >,$ x and a >_, x. 
It can be checked that if S is stable, these two conditions are equit lent. 
For arbitrary semigroups one could define: b is deeper than a iff 
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[If S is stablIe this is equivalent o b<,ra.) Weaker definitions of depth could be 
devised, and the proposition would still hold. 
2.7. Further properties, and variations of the construction (S), 
2.7. I. Unambiguity except at zero 
Recall the definition of unambiguity (Section 2.1). More generally, we define that 
an element s is L-unambiguous iff t/x, y: [XT~S, yr, s] *x5$ y. Similarly we 
define ‘R-unambiguous’ and ‘unambiguous’ (both L and R-unambiguous). ‘Am- 
biguous’ means ‘not unambiguous’. 
One can show easily that the set of L (resp. R) -ambiguous elements of a 
semigroup forms a left (resp. right) ideal. 
If a semigroup contains a zero, then this zero is always both L and R-ambiguous. 
Definition. A semigroup is unambiguous except al zero iff it is unambiguous, or if 
it contains a zero and all non-zero elements are unambiguous. 
We mentioned earlier (in the first remark of Section 2.2) that if an element s E S 
is L or R-ambiguous, then s is identified with 0 in (S),,,. It will follow from the 
Appendix of t.his paper that unambiguous elements of S are kept distinct in (S),,. 
it follows that in order to have Sr(S),,, (with no elements of S identified in 
(S),,), it is enough to assume that S is unambiguous, except at zero (here we 
assume that if S has a zero, this element will also be used as the zero of (S),,). 
In fact more is true: 
AN the properties of (S),,, proved so far (and those that will be proved in the 
Appendix) bold if we only assume that S is unambiguous except at zero. 
In that cue, if S has a zero, no new zero has to be added to (S),, (but the one 
of S can be used). 
If S has a zero 0 but is not unambiguous, except-at-zero, then $i/(O)q-’ is 
unambiguous except at zero. (Notation: 4: $1 -+S is the canonical morphism (see 
Section 2.1); (O)q-* is an ideal of gl, and Z?l/(O)q-’ is the Rees quotient over that 
ideal). 
2.7.2. Gree0 relations of (S),,, 
The J-order, and the D-relation 
2.34. Fact. Let wI and w2 be elements of (Qreg, represented by normal forms. Let 
WI, w2 have respective centers c , , c 2; if cl (or c2) belongs to S, we write cl =s, (or 
~2 =Q; if cI (or c2) belongs to S, we take c1 = s1 (or c2 = s2). Then: 
w, lu w2 in (S),,, iff s1 Sys2 in S. 
WI =7 w2 in (Qe, iff s1 =i/ s2 in S. 
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So, the s,v -order and the D-relation are determined by the center of any no>rmal 
form representation of the elements of(S),,, (whereby one can even ignore whether 
the center belongs to S or s). 
Proof. From Fact 2.24 we know that any element of (S),,, is D-equivalent o its 
center (in any normal form representation); also S=I, s. Moreover, by Corollary 
2.28, two elements of (S),,, are not D-equivalent if their centers are not D-equiva- 
lent (for the D-order of S). The fact then follows. Cl 
The L, R, and H orders 
The expression of the L, R, and H orders of (S),,, in terms of normal forms can 
only be given by using the coding of normal forms. We know (see Fact 2.5) that 
formally different normal forms may represent he same element of (S),,,. The 
coding transforms such normal forms into each other, and conversely, if two 
normal forms represent he same element of (S),, they can be coded into each 
other. This coding is described in the Appendix (see the proof of Fact A. 1.2), and 
it is also shown how unique representatives for all those normal forms representing 
the same element of (S),,, can be found. The unique representatives (called ‘coded 
normal forms’) are described in (A. 1.1); their uniqueness was used in obtaining 
Lemma 2.26, and the lengthy proof of uniqueness occupies part A2 of the 
Appendix. 
Recall that (S),, is a homomorphic image of the free product of S and its 
reverse S, with a zero added. 
Definition. Let x1,x2 be elements of the free product AG]B of IWO semigroups A
and B. Then x1 is a right subsegment of xZ iff x1 =x2 or (Z~E A (g&xl =_Y_Y, . (For 
example: if x2 =albla2b2a3, then x1 =ab2a3 is a right subsegment of xZ if a2=a or 
if a2 =a’a for some a’E A.) 
Similarly, one defines left subsegments. 
2.35. Fact. Let w1 =L,c,R, and w2=L2c2R2 be elements of (S&, represented by 
coded normal forms (L, R,c respectively denote the left side, the right side, the 
center). Then w1 L, w2 in (S),,, iff clRl is a right subsegment of czR2 (when 
clR1, c2R2 are considered as words belonging to the free product of S and s). 
Equivalently: Let w1 I= L,c,R,, w2 = L2c2R2 be representations by normal forms 
(not necessarily coded). Then w, 2, w2 in (S),,, iff c, R, can be transformed b.v the 
coding producedure into c;R; which is a right subsegment of c2 R2 (as words in the 
free product of S and s). 
The dual statement describes the R-order of (S),,, in terms of left subsegments. 
The H-order is obtained by combining the L and the R-order. 
In particular we have (for coded normal forms): 
WI=:, w2 iff R, ==R2 and c,=_, c2 (in S or s), 
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w2=:# w2 iff LI = L2 and cl =:#c2 (in S or s), 
w13=<w2 Qf L, =L2, Rt = R2 and cl =,pc2 (in S or S). 
Pro& We only consider 1, (the other cases are similar). 
The second formulation (not using coded normal forms) is easily seen to be 
equivalent o t,he formulation using coded normal forms. We know (see the proof 
of Fact 2.24) that w1 “YeI R, and w2 sY c2R2 in (S),,,. Also, if wl, w2 are coded 
normal forms, then cl RI and c2R2 will be coded normal forms. Now, c, RI z,~c~ R2 
iff c, RI = c2R2 or (3~ E (S),,,) UC, RI =c2R2. After reducing, uclRl will be repre- 
sented by a normal form 
the part R, of the normal form is in coded form already. I[f we completely code this 
normal form representing uc,R1, we will replace xc1 by a representative of an L or 
R-class of S: if c1 ES, then xc1 (ES) will be replaced by an L-equivalent wc2 (see 
the coding procedure in A. 1.2); if cl = 9, E 3 and x =J E s,, then sI y will be replaced 
by; an R-equivalent element sly2 (so now xc1 is replaced by z~cr). It could also 
happen that cl belongs to the center of ucl RI; in that case no coding of cl is 
necessary. After the coding is done, uc,R1 will still look like 
ucp, = 0 ID I 
Since this is equal to 
C*R* = 
D 
wr: conclude (by uniqueness of coded normal forms) that c,R, is a rigk.t subsegment 
of c2R2. 
‘T%e converse (if cl RI is a right subsegment of c2R2, then c, RI L, c2R2) is im- 
mediate from the definition of the L-order. q 
An important consequence is: 
IfS is unambiguous except at zero (which we assumed aN along), 
8 is unambiguous except at zero. 
his ~~~~o~~ easily from the expression of the L and R order of (S),,, just 
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2.7.3. A variation of the construction (S),,,: New inversesjbr non-regular elements 
only 
In the const,rb’rction (S),,, we introduced the element S, which will be a regular in- 
verse of S, no :I.latter whether s is already regular (and has already inverses in S) or 
not. 
We now give :r variation of the construction, and this time we introduce s only 
ifs is non-regular (Remark. Even in this case we might still indirectly introduce new 
inverses for regular elements , namely inverses of the form s,il etc.) 
Let S be a semigroup that is unambiguous (or unambiguous except at zero). Let 
N be the set of non-regular elements of S, and let m= (ii 1 n E N) be a set that is 
disjoint from S. Let 0 be an additional element hat belongs neither to S nor lV. 
We define (Sjr,, N to be the semigroup presented by the generators SUmU(O) 
and the followir;g relations: 
(1) SIS2=S3 if q.s2=sj in S 
(where . denotes the multiplication of S). 
(2) filA2=0 if n,,n2EN. 
(3) 0 is a zero (i.e. Os=sO=O~=iiO=O). 
(4) iilsn2=0 if nl<,ys>yn2r and nl,n2EN, SES. 
(5)(A) nfin=n if nEN, 
(B) for every nl,n2EN, SES with nl=,8s~, n2 or nls,,s=_, nz: 
AIs& -= USD, where u, o E S are such that n, =su, n2 = us. 
(6)(L) sii = 0 if s& n, 
(R) ris=O ifs&n (sES,nEN). 
Comments on thz relations. The relations for (S),,, .y are similar to those for (S),,,. 
The differences come from the fact that we want to avoid elements Swhere s is regu- 
lar in S. This directly explains relation (2): if nl, n2 are non-regular, it could happen _- 
that n2nl is regular; hence we must not set ala2 = n2nl. Even if n2ni E N we define 
filfi2=0 (otherwise the following could happen: suppose nl, n2, n3, n2nl, n3wq EN, 
but n3n2$N; then iizA3=0, SO iilA2ii3 =O; but also filii2A3=~fi3=n3nznI)~ 
Relation (4) can be explained similarly. 
Relation (5B) (together with the other relations) will enable us to represent 
elements of (S),,, N by normal forms, just like for (S),,,. Intuitively we would want 
-- -- -- 
Api2 = svsus = vsssu = mi = usv; 
this computation is not allowed in (S),,,,, so (5B) simply postulates the result. 
Notice also that usv E N under the given conditions: if n, = i s, then un, = j us 
(=n2); but unl =usv, so USV=,~ n2 (EN). Similarly, if n2s_, s, then usv=_, nl and, 
of course, nonregularity is preserved under =:, and = _+. 
As for W,,,, we can code normal forms of (S),,,,;, to representatives (in L and 
R-lzlasses; see the Appendix). Indeed the following property of (S),,, also holds for 
(SX,, N. 
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2.37. Fact. If n EN end an zY n, then za an = nt- n (for any t E S such that 
nf E N). Dually: if n/3 =:# n, then $3. a = n - tn. 
anf~an=ant~antin=lrnt~an-xann where xan = n, n sy8 an 
=xant- n by (5L3), since ant I% an =.,xan. 
The proof of the second statement is similar (dual). q 
As in the case of (ZQeg (see Appendix) one can show that coded normal forms 
are unique in (S),N. 
fn fact all the properties of (S),, that are summarized in Theorem 2.23 hold for 
(S),,, NV 
All the procdfs are similar. Concerning the regularity of (S),,: if slA1sZfiZ ... 
skffksk+, is a normal form representing an element of (S),,, one can check 
that the follo!wing word represents a regular inverse for that element: &+,n& --- 
n&n,%, , wh!er#e $i = $i if Si EN and $i = any regular inverse of Si in S, if Si is regular 
in S. 
Appeadix 
Unique representation f elements of (S),,, by coded normal forms 
AI. Coded normal forms 
We saw (in Fact 2.2) that every element of (S),,, can be represented by 0 or by 
a word of (SWS)’ in normal form. We also saw (in F;l.ct 2.5) that this represen- 
tative is not necessarily unique; in this section we shall use Fact 2.5 to code the 
normal forms, and in Section A2 we shall show that these coded normal forms are 
unique. 
Recall Fact 2.5, where we proved: 
if as=, s, then aS e as = SS, 
if sb=#s, then sb - sb = ss 
Let 1 (resp. r) be a representative of the L-class (resp. R-class) of s; then by Fact 
2.5: sS= T- I and sS= r - P. This leads to the following definition: 
A.l.1. DtGnition (coded normaf form). Assume that for every L (resp. RI -class of 
S a representative has been chosen. This set of representatives is kept fixed in the 
sequel. 
A coded normal ,$wm is either 0 or a normal form in (SUS)+ of one of the 
~~~v~ng two kin& (a) or (b): 
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(Again, as in Fact 2.2, the fact that rl and I, are in parentheses indicates that these 
elements may or may not be present.) 
(b) (center in 3): (r,)hr2b...rk~kklk+, ..n In_,r,,_,(IJ 
with (r,<,)I,>,~~>~I~>,~~~-~,~~k>r~~<.n~l~+,<L/~~~<,~In-,<~.~~_, (<$-ln) 
with the supplementary condition that rl, r2. . . . , r,l_, are among the fixed represen- 
tatives of the R-classes of S, and I,, 12, . . . , 1, are among the fixed representatives of 
the L-classes of s. No new condition is put on ck (E s). 
A.1.2. Fact. Assume fixed representatives of the L and R-classes qf S have been 
chosen. Every element of (S),,, can be represented by a coded norrrtal form 
Proof. We show that every normal form is equivalent o a \.zoded normal form -- 
by induction on the lengths of the sides (left, resp. right of the center) of the given 
normal forms. The two sides are dealt with independently. 
First, normal forms of length 0 or 1 are already coded (since their sides are 
empty). 
Coding of the right side: suppose the following normal form is given: 
x=s,t, ..- 5;(_ ,s& ~qJ,_,s,; 
let s, =_, l, (representative of L-class); so s, = rfi, (u E S, ); also t,, _ , < d s,, so 
t, _ , = s, b, = ul, b, (for some b, E S ’ ). Hence 
_. 
x=s,t, --’ Fk_ ,s,&*“.&_, * ul,b,- ui, 
=s,t, ..‘t7,_,sk7;(“‘s,_,~~‘ul,ui,, 
=s;F, -” ik_ ,s& “‘s,_ ,6,&, (by Fact 2.5(a)) 
- 
= qt, -*’ tk_ ,s& --$,_,!,,b,!,. 
Thus, the right-most component of the right side has been coded. 
Remark I, The result does not depend on the choice of u and 6, such that 
s,=ui, and tn_,=s,,bn. Indeed, u is eliminated in the result, and if 
t, _ 1 = s,,b,, = s, b; then (letting I, = ds, =Y s,) we have 1, b,, = ds,, b, = ds,, b; = /n bi. 
Remark 2. The result is again a normal form, i.e., s,_ 1 X2 I,$,, < d I,, . In- 
deed t,_, =Y,l,,b,, (since ~,=~~l,,~s,,b,=~~I,b,,, and I,_, =s&), so s,,- l<_+ LA 
&4-d. 
A!so l,b,zz, n, 1 and Z,,b,+,# f,,, otherwise (3~) l&,~r = i,,, which would imply 
ui,b,a, = ul,, hence (since s,, = uf,,): s,b,a = s,, , hence (since s,,b, == t, _ I ): t,l _ I (Y = s,; 
this however contradicts t,_ 1 <!# s,,. (End of Remark 2.) 
The same procedure can be contirnued: 
x=s,t, --- 7-k_ ,s& *-* in-&- ,Q$” 
- 
= s,t, --. ik_,skik”’ in_2’ a,i,,b,l,b,&,, 
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where s,_ I = a,!, b,, for a,, f S (since s, _ l cr,l,, 6,); 
r’k_ ,s& .‘. 
-_ 
=s,t, *** ~,-2~a~r,_,v~r,_,v~l,, 
where r,, _ 1 is the representative of tbe R-class of l* b,: r, _ I=.$ l,, b,, rn _ 1 v = l,, b,, 
for 0~9; etc. 
“SItI l ** Tk_ ,S&“’ t7,-2. a,r,.&_ ,ln, (by Fact 2.5(b)). 
We can again observe (as in the above Remarks 1 and 2) that the result does not 
depend on the choice of v and arr (but only on s,._ , and 1, - b,), since v is 
eliminated, and if s,,_ , = a,l, b,, = a;/,, b,, then, (letting r,, _ I = 1, b, h s& 1, b,) we 
have a,,r, _ I =a,,Y,b,,h=a&b,,h=a~r~-,. 
And, the result is a normal form, i.e., fn_2<:o a,r,_,<,,r,,_ ICtd 1,. In- 
deed s,_.~ =ra,,r,,_l (since lnbn~~r~-I~anlnbr?~~aanrn_l, and ~~-~=a,,l~b~); 
hence fn_2<.tka,,r,_, (-zrs,_,). Also a,r,,_l=,,r,_l, and a,r,,_,f,,r,_,; other- 
wise G!Wa,r,,4 =m-1, which would imply ya,r,., _ 1v = r, _ 1v hence (since 
r!f-= 10 *b=/“b$: ya&b,,=l,b,; thus (since a,l,b,=s,_,): y~~__~ =l,b, - which con- 
tradicts s,_ I c2 /,,b, established in Remark 2. Finally r,_ 1 <& 1, since r,_ , =$l,b, 
and In b,<,# 1, (established in Remark 2). 
Continuing inductively, we code the whole right side of the normal form. In the 
same way, the left side is coded. 
Also, the result does not depend on which side was coded first. 
If the center of the normal form is in s the same proof applies. 
This proves Fact Al.2. 
Remark. The above coding of normal forms is probably related to the ‘Zeiger 
coding’ {see [4]). 
A2. Uniqueness of coded normai forms 
PtopoMon. Every element of(S), can be represented by one and only one coded 
normal form [for a given choice of representatives of the L and R-classes of S). 
(Remark. We still assume S is unambiguous.) 
Tllat eveq element of (S), can be represented by at least one bc,ded normal 
form was proved in A. 1 - always keeping a fixed set of representatives of the L and 
R-classes of S. 
To show uniqueness we let (S), act on a certain set of states (transformation 
semigroup) and show that elements which are represented by different coded normal 
forms act differently on those states. More precisely: 
Choose as state set Q the set of all coded normal forms (including 0), together 
with an identity element. Let the eiements uf SUS act in the way corresponding to 
in (S),,, (this will be 
kf {O) jFfQdQt generated 
described precisely). Then, take the 
in E’(Q -+Q) by the transformations 
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We show that (SU~~U(ci)), satisfies all the axiom,, (l)-(6) (this will be very 
tedious) and hence (by Fact 2.13) is a homomorphic image of IS),,,. Thus we con- 
sider (S),,, as acting on Q (in a not necessarily faithful .:vay). 
Finally we show that elements of (S),,, which are represented by different coded 
normal forms act differently on Q. This shows that (S),,, acts faithfully on Q, and 
that different coded normal forms represent different elements of (S),,, - which 
proves uniqueness of coded normal forms. 
Remark. Lemma 2.26, which was used for Theorem 2.23, is an immediate corollary 
of the above proposition (and of the way a normal form is transformed into a coded 
normal form - see Fact A.l.2). 
(a) States and action 
States. As just mentioned, we choose as state set Q the set of all coded normalforms 
(including the zero), together with 0 new element I (which will play the role of an 
identity or a start state). We still use a fixed set of representatives of L and R-classes 
of s. 
Graphical representation of the states: We still use the ‘arrow picture’ of Fact 2.2, 
but for notational reasons we draw the arrows horizontally, starting at the bottom. 
Upward pointing arrows now point to the right (forward direction) (see Section 2.2), 
downward pointing arrows now point to the left (backward direction). So states 
have the form 
(A2.a. 1) 
/ \ 
/ --- \, 
I/--- - ’ 
7-1’ (center in S) or 
\ 
\ ---- /‘ 
\ / -__ 
’ I+/’ 
-+I 
/ 
/ ---- l 
1, _-1c(cencer in S) 
I 
/ 
\ - - -- 
\ 
*’ 
- -- 
\ / 
Example. The (coded) normal form CI 6 c (with a>, b<,, c) is represented as 
(in Fact 2.2 it was drawn 3s 
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The reason why this notation is more convenient will appear when we define and 
study rhe action on the states. 
(A2.a.2) A more explicit notation for states which we will use is 
representing the coded normal form (with center E S): 
ho=%, r1= $I&, I1 =a1x&,, . . . , 
Since we will define the actions on the right, only the right side of the state (coded 
normal form) will have to be written down in detail. 
Acftion on the states. We shall define the action on Q of the elements E S, 3 E s and 
0, and then take the semigroup generated by these actions in F(Q +Q>. The action 
of s (resp. $,,Q)) i(; denoted by (s) (resp. (s), (0)). 
First, 
q- (0) -0. 
VSES: 1. (s)=s, I- (@=S (I is the identity). 
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In general: if q is any cotied normal form, then q. (s) = ((qs) norm) code, where 
(qs) norm denotes a particular normal form (described below) corresponding to the 
element qs E (S),; and ((qs) norm) code denotes the coded normal form obtained 
from the normal-form (qs) norm by using the procedure of A. 1.2. 
Remark. if q = 0, then q(s) =O. 
Similarly define q - (3) = ((43) norm) code. 
Ncrmalizution. The normalization qs-+(qs) norm and qC-+(qS) norm 
described more explicitly (where SE S, q is a (coded) normal form). 
Let q=r,T,...r,+,T,+,c,r,... 12i2 I,P, i0 E Q be a coded normal 
center ES for example; the case where center ES is dual) with 
4,=X0, r, =x0&, 1, =a,x&,,..., 
Ik_l= h ai*xo*kc bi, rk= 6 a,.x(+j. I”I !I,,..., 
k-l I k-l I 
will now be 
fcrm (with 
if rk+,<.#ak”’ a,xos, and rkL,,ak-,“‘a,xos,...,r,1,x,s, 
arrow pictures of these conditions: 
(A2.a.3) 
Fkk+l 
1. 
S 
Ii 4x0, ih 
k 
(qs)norm =rm~,~~~f,+,a,~~~alxos if r,r,, fl aixos,...,rlrxOs, 
It- 1 
(qs) norm = 0 otherwise. 
Hence (qs) form is again a normal form, whose left side is coded but whose right 
side is not necessarily in coded form. 
(q~)nornz=r,1,~~~T,+,c,~~~~~~~~,l~~ if Ior, s, 
-- 
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8rrOW picture of r.hese conditions: 
(q@norm =r,T,o.4r,.Il,+lc,sbl . ..b., 
if (as before) In-t~ysb1..~bn-I,...,11)4”sb~,~~=r~s, 
and either c,<,sb,...b,, or l,,+l>dcnlYsbl *a. b,, 
(qa.norm =r,T,o..r,+,tisbl...b~ 
if In_I=ysb,...b,_,,...,I,~rsbl,l~~Ys, 
and In+ l=9c,,zYsbl ..a b, (with uc, =sb, ... b,), 
(q&I norm = 0 otherwise. 
The case where ,t.he center of q is in S is dual to the one described. 
&murk. If we consider s,q, (qs) norm, qs as elements of (S&, then it follows 
from the abo\ve description that qsa (qs) norm in (S),,. 
Graphicai representation of the actions (if result #O, and if n> k, i.e. ak ... alxos 
is not the center of the resulting state) is shown in Fig. 5. 
Coding of the right side of a normalform. We mentioned that if q is a coded normal 
form, then (qs] norm and (qS) norm are again normal forms, whose left side is coded 
but whose right side is usually not in coded form. So, in order to obtain q - (s) and 
q. (3) we still h:ave to describe explicitly how (qs) norm and (43) norm are coded. 
(A2.a.4) Let q be a normal form whose left side is coded. So 
with 
andl P ,,,, ,,,, . . . , r, + ,, 1, + 1 are among the chosen representatives of L (resp. 19) -classes 
of S, and y, =xobl, xl=alxobl,...,y,=a,_l...a,xobl...b,,xn=an...~’,~~bl...b,. 
(?,ere we consider a normal q whose center is in S; the case where tht: center is 
in s is treated duahy.) Then (see the coding procedure in Al .2): 
/O 
0 
'I 
(q) code = alxobl <U &xobl 
0 
0 
79 code 
. a . . . . 1 _ 
e-e ~0s~ &I i! = representative of L-class of xc), and IzO E S’ is such that Aox = iO. 
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f-J w0bl 
I_ $k-l \ Wobl b/c\ 
1 
/--- \ 
0 
. S) norm = 
-mm -__ 
( =sb,b2 m-s bk)l 
:kz] --- --- --- --- 
Fig. 5. 
Remark. The element loxobl does not depend on the choice of A0 such that 
Aox = lo (since AOxob, = /,b,). 
Claim 1. xob, =y Aoxobl. 
Proof. f, = Aox =y. x *(multiplying by bl): Aoxobl zLt xobl. 0 
10 
0 >st 
C~ollary 1’. alxobl <u loxob, holds. 0 
Proof. Obviously iloxobl =lobl I,#/~; if we had lZoxobl =!, lo, then (since &.uo=_, xo 
there exists A,*: iltAoxo =x0) we would have A;EAoxobl=,f A~hoxo, @us X&E 1~ 0 - 
which contradicts xob, <*x0. 
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For the cY -relation: 
0 
we have qx& cr x&, xobl =y~Aoxobl (by the above 1 
claim). Hence qxobi Cu l,.u& . Cl 
The codings can be continued inductively: 
= r, 
, 
where &xobl E irrl ( = the representative of the R-class of 10xOb,), and e, E S’ is 
such that r, = loxob,p, . 
&mark. The element a,x,,b,e, does not depend on the choice of et such that 
rI = Aoxo&,g, .[ilndeed, if r, = Aoxoblel =Aoxob,e;, then multiplying by At such that 
I&xo=xe: Azr, =xoble, =q,b,a;, hence alxoble, =a,x,,b,e;). 
Claim 2. xobt s1 xob,el . (Hence, multiplying by al a,x,,b, +a,xob,e,.) 
Proof. We have Aoxgb,=~~rl =AOxOb,q,. Multiply to the left by A,* (such that 
R~l,xO=A~iO=xo): xob,=.#A$, =xoblg,. 
Chim 2’. The following strict relations hold: 
0 <u r1 (= 
B w&b2 J 
Proof. (a) We obviously have 10xOb,e, s,IOxO. If we had Aoxob,e, =9A~xo, then 
(multiplying by Af such that A&,x0 =x0): xoblgq =a x0. Hence, by the above claim: 
xob, =,# x,,baQn =,% x0; this contradicts the fact that xob, -+x0, and proves 
Wd%e, +iA-+ 
@) To show that a,xobl~, <g&-,xoblg,, use Corollary 1’: a,xob, <,MAOxOb,, hence 
~~~~~~~* 5, ~~,x,b,e,. If we had a x b e , ,, , , =ey Aoxlb,,~, , multiply by et such that (by 
2) -u,,ble~e?=x&: then a,xobl =2Aoxob,, hence (by Claim 1: 
i ~~~~~~~~: n,q,b, =rxob,, which contradicts the fact that a,xob, cu,xob,. 
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(c) To show that a,~~b,6~<,~a,x~b~~, use Claim 2, by which a,xOb,g, =,# a,x,b,; 
and it is given that a,xob,b2<,aa,xOb,. 
This coding procedure can be continued inductively: multipliers I.,,, ,I,, . . . , 
L n--l,&, .a., Q, are introduced such that 
f*=&xo (+x()), 
r, = J.oxob,e, (=.B loxob,h 
I, = A,a,xob,e, (=rjwob,e,), 
r2=&a,xob,ba kt hwob,W, 
. . . 
(A2.a.S) I,_, =Ak-,ak-,.~-a,xOb, a.- bk_,ek_, (=y,ak_l +-- a,xob, ..‘b,+,ek-,), 
rk=Ak-,ak-,~~~a,xOb, -a. bk-,bkek (EAAk_,ak-, . ..a.xob, e.= bk_,bk), 
for 15 ks la, where f,_ 1, rk are representatives of L (resp. R) -classes (in S); and 
c,=a,,~..a,xob,...b,,e,. 
(A2.a.6) Fact. We have (q) code= 
-_ >I rntl 0 
0 >Y 
0 
I n+l 2.r c,=ai:* w&l . ..b.,~,@&_,a, ~,...o,~:b,..-b,,.,b,,e,=r., 
We have to prove that this is indeed a normal form, i.e., that for 14 k< n: 
lk- I 
0 >d 1 and c, 5,. r,. 0 
lk <r rk 0 
For that we shall use the following claims: 
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(A2.a.7) Claim (ii). 
AA_,uk_,~~~a,xOb,~~~bk_,~rak_,~~~a,xOb,~~~bk_, forO<kcn. 
Claim. (B). 
Q-1 l *=a,~b,...b~_,bke~=8uk_,.~~4,xOb,*..b~_.,bk for O<ksn. 
Proof. Induction on k. (For k = 1, see Claims 1 and 2 above.) 
Claim A. By ‘definition of Ak-, (see (A2.a.5)): 
A& ,a&_, “‘X()“’ b~_,ek_,~ISak_,~~oxO~~~b~_,ek_,, 
and (inductively, assuming Claim e for k -. 1); 
ffk-2”‘XO l ~~bk_,e~-,~~aQk_2..-x0...bk_,, 
hence, there exists &__ , ES’ such that 
ak_z-m-xo ~~~bk_,~~-,~~-,=~~-2~~~xo~~~b~.~,. 
Mow multiply the first line on the right by ,$_ , , and using the last line we obtain 
~~,_,ak_,~~~xO~~~bk_,~~ak_,~~~xo~~~bk_,. 
This proves CPaim (A). 
Ckir?, @). By the definition (A2.a.5) of &; 
d~-,CJlr-,~-~xo~~~b~~~~~~-,Q~-,*~~Xo~~~bk_,. 
And (by Claim 1 for k- 1, which has just been proved): 
~~_~a&-,~-~x~~~~b~-,~~~~-,~~~~~...b~_,, 
hence 
(~~~_,~S’)A~_,~~_,~~_,~~~x~~~~b~-,=~~_,~~~x~~~~b~_,. 
Multipiying the first line to the left by A,*._ 1 and using the last line: 
ak-t em- a,xob, -0. bkekE9ak_ 1 .--x0..- bk. 
This proves Claim @). q 
Proof that lk 0 cu rk. By Claim (A): 
rk =&- ,+_, s-s a,xob, l v* bk_ ,bkek+ak._, l -v qx& --- bkek, 
moreover &, = lkakak._, -a- a,xob, ... bkek. Hence lksyrk. We still must show 
fk f, rk . 17 lk =y r&) then 
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And by Claim A (for k): 
Combining the last two lines: 
P 
a&-t “‘Xc”’ bk=yQk_l ‘s’XO’s’ bk. 
This however contradicts the fact that akak_ 1 l .- x0 a-- bk Cr ok _ , ... x0 .a. bk (which 
is given by the form of q). 
Proof that rk cg lk_ 1. By Claim (A): 0 
Moreover 
~k_l=&_lak-l”‘xo mOsbk_l@k_l (‘2’ak_1”‘x0 -** bk_&_l by Claim A). 
By Claim Q (for k - 1) there exists ,&_ 1 such that 
Hence 
We must still show rk+aik_ 1. Suppose we had rk=,#lk_ I, i.e., 
&- rak_ 1 “‘x0 . ..bk-.bk@k’sj2k_,ak_,“‘Xo”‘bk-1@,~_1 
lil:x (by Claim (e), for k) 111,g (by Claim (Q), for k- Ii 
hence 
)Lk_Jak_,“‘Xg..‘bk_Ibk =;IP &_lak_l”‘xO ..*bk_p 
By Claim (A) (for k- 1) there exists it_. I such that 
IZk*-I~k_lak_I”‘Xo”‘bk_,=ak_]“‘Xo”’bk_,. 
Hence (multiplying by J.:_. 1): 
ak__l “.x0 ..‘bk_,bk’~ak_,“‘Xg”‘bk-1. 
This however contradicts the strict <a given by the form of q. CJ 
This proves that (q) code has indeed the form indicated in Fact (A2.a.6). 
We can write (q) code in terms of “a’s and b’s” (cf. notation of (A2.a.2)) as 
fQllows: 
(A2.a.7’) By Claim ;Z (resp. e) there existt?Li_ 1 (resp. &) such that 
and 
for Ockcn: ~~_~Ak_~ak_~“‘XO”‘bk-~-ak_,“‘XO”’t)k-1, 
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Then denote xz=AoxO, b:=b,&, and a~_1=Ak_1~k-IIl~_2 for O<k<n, a,*= 
anA,*_,; and bz=~)k*_~b~e~ for O<krn. I’hen (as is easy to check): 
Remark. Compare this with the form given in (A2.a,4); see also (A.a.2). This com- 
pletes the description of the coding of the right side of a normal form q. 
Coding commutes with the actions. We shall now prove an important technical 
feffmxa. 
(A2.a.9) Lemma (‘Coding commutes wit5 actions’). Let q be a norm alform whose 
left side is in coded form, and let s E S, SE S. Then 
(qs) norm code = [&I) code) s] norm code, 
e define q - (s) = (qs) norm rode); and (q$) norm code = [((q) code) s] norm code, 
- (3 = ((4) code) - (.Q). 
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Equivalently, the followirtg diagrams commute: 
* 6) * VI 
Q - q. 6) = ((q) code) a(s) q - q q (s) = ((q) code) - (3) 
Proof. We first consider the case of qs. We shall compute (qs) norm and 
[(q) code) s] norm, and then show that a further coding makes both eqlral. 
The normal form (qs) norm is described in (A2.a.3) - while [(q) codes] norm is 
obtained by first replacing each ai and bj (and x0) in q by u:, resp. 67 and x,* (as 
described in (A2.a.8)), and then applying definition (A2.a.3) to this new form. Thus 
we need the following claim: 
Proof of Clrrim. Since 
rk=ac_l -.*a;x$b;.** bk*=~k_Iak_,“‘a,xObl”’ bk.ek 
(by A2.a.5), and since (by Claim (Q) of A2.a.V 
ak- 1 --- alxobl .*- bk&=&ak_ 1 ‘** a,xobl *** bk, 
we have (multiplying the last relation on the left by & _ 1): 
and 
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Thus 
al-, .*a a;Cxo*sr:,az_, ... crfx,*br..* bt e 
ilk__ ,ak_r***a,xos%, Ak- ,ak_ I . ..a.xobl a.+ b,; 
the last relation implies (by multiplying on the left by A,*_ ,): 
ak-4 me* alXoSs.#k_ I l ..a,xobl l ** bk. 
Also, this last relation implies (by multiplying now on the left by &- ,): 
Ak-@k-I “*a,XoS+ jlk_ ,tzk_, ..*iZ,xob, ‘*’ bk. 
Thus 
Sk*._ I -mm a:x;l*ssdaz__ I +a. aFxzb:.+a bi e 
ak-, -“’ a,X($s.#ok_ 1 --- a,xob, *** bk, 
which is half of what was to be proved. 
We still ha\:e to prove 
a;_, ‘*’ arx$s>,faz_, me- afx$br.m. bt e 
ak-, *** a,X@>,#ak_ , -** a,xob, *** bk. 
This will foIlow easily from 
at.. I --- a~x,$+a~_, a-- a~x~b~.~~ 6; * 
ak- I **- dlxOsz $ak_l -.- a,xob, *** bk, 
and the above (since >& e L, &&). This however is proved exactly like the 
above (where we had I,# instead of z~). .This proves the claim. Cl 
From the above claim it follows that if q has the form given in (A2.a.4), then 
rfn ak’” 4x0s 
0 
‘u : 
0 
‘53 
0 0 
r, 3c.j ‘-- . . . <* ak . . . a,xobl ... bkbk+ 1 
. 
(qs) nurin = : 
0 
t 
i@c,,@an_, ~~~fo..~ b, 
; 
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ij* and only if ((q) code- s) norm = 
II 
a,*-.. x $ . . . b,* 
Here we assume n > k (i.e. ak ‘-- alxos is not the center); the case n = k is identical. 
Finally, to prove Lemma (A2.a.9) we apply code to both forms. We have 
ak ---alXoss,ak*..- aTX$ (= Akak ‘-- alXoS). [This holds because Akak se. a,xOsr, 
ak .--alxos and because Lk*Akak”‘al.uos=Ik*Lkak”‘a,xgbl .-- bku for some UES’ 
(since ak _ , l o-a,XoSl, ak_] -.-aIxobl *** bk by (A2.a.3)); =ak”’ a,xob, a** bkU (by 
the definition of A,*, (A2.a.7’)); = ak .+a lxoa; hence ak ..+ alxOsI, Akak -es a,xOs.] 
(If n = k, then ak”’ alxos=az--. aFX:S.) SitICe a:--- a:X$s=r-ak --- alxos, both have 
the same L-class representative Ii. Let & be such that /~=&.~,izk~~~ alxos, and let 
A;=il;lk; so li=l;ak--’ alxos. Hence (qs) norm code= 
and ((qcode) s) norm code = 
rm 
0 >Y 
im “:
. 
. 
. 
. 
0 
‘Y 
I n+l 0 22 
0 ‘9 
Lk”ak...alXobl...b~bk+~ 
10 c, sy. ..i 
code 
code 
c; 
0' 
SW ..: 
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(by the description of the coding in (A2.a.4)). Moreover 
nilr, l -e agob, l ** bk+ I = &lkak---- agob, 0-e bk+ 1 
and 
(since n; =&A,), 
But 
(by Claim 8, (A2.a.7)); hence, continuing the coding, these two elements have the 
same R-class representative ri+ , . 
Let Q;+, be such that r~+,=~;~ka~...a,x~b,..~bk+E@k+,@~+, (and let ,&+,= 
& + , Q; + ,). Hence (qs) norm code = 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 0 Tra c, I, *-a 0 
1; 
0 
>w 
0 <Y ri+, 
code 
and ((q code) s) norm code = 
where 
. . . - . . 
ok*+, . ..$... 
0 
>a 
1 
bk*+,d+, 
code 
Ok+ I “‘xO ‘.‘bk+,ek”+n=ak+,..~xo’.‘bk+,ek+,e;+, (Since @;+,=@k+,&+,), 
and 
6?k*a 1 -x,*- bk*+,e~+,=n,+,a,+,...X~.--bk+,@k+,’~~+,; 
~l~j~ (A2.a.7), these two are L-equivalent (thus will be coded to the same 
continuing the coding inductively (which is easy now) we obtain Lemma (A2.a.9) 
for the case qs (the induction works out in the end, for c,, and c,*, since An = 1 E S ,). 
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The case of qJ is very similar, and the case where the center of q is in S is dual. 
This proves (A2.a.9). El 
We are now ready to verify that all the Axioms (l)-(6) hold for (S U SU {O})FfQ, .
(b) Verflcation of the axioms (for (SU~U(O})F~o~) 
Axioms (3) and (4) (which state that (0) acts like a zero) hold trivially since Vq E Q: 
q * (0) = 0. 
Axiom (5). We first show that for all q E Q, SE S: q(s) = q(s). (3). (s). If q. (s) = 0, 
then this certainly holds. So assume q. (s) #O. Suppose q and (qs) norm have the 
form indicated in (A2.a.3); so 
Q - (9 = 
. . . 
ak+lak”‘xo’ 
0 ‘a 
. . . . . . . . . 
0 ‘1 
. . . * o-bk+ 1 code 
(assuming k< n; the reasoning is similar if akZn ..a atxos is the new center). 
Next, let us compute q(s)(s)(s): By Lemma (AZ.a.9), 
q(s)(S)(s) = ((4s) norm - 3) norm - s) norm code 
(coding done only once, at the end). 
If (I) ak a-- alxos<,,s, or: if (2) k= n (Le., a, --- alxos is the center of (q’s) norm) 
and fn+Ir8an.--a,xos, then 
0 -=Y ak 
ak a-- alxDs cv s 
0 
01 >a 
. . . xo-b&k+ i 
-S 1 
-S 1 
1 
norm code 
in case 
norm code 
in case 
(11, 
(2). 
In both cases 
(((qs) norm S) norm s) norm = (qs) norm 
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(to compute (((Qs) norm S) norm 3) norm from the above ((q:~) norm S) norm, use 
(AZ.a.3), where x0 is dropped, k is replaced by 1, F1 by S, and II by ak .*. alxos etc.). 
Hence q(s)=q(s)(S)(s) in these cases. 
If (3) Sk .a= qxgs+s, n> k, then let bi+ 1 be such that ak l . . alxo~~+, = 
4 l -- atqbl - bkbk+ I (since ak “* qxos>@k I*. alxobl l -- bk+ I); then, since 
ak+~~k..~~~.*bk+~<~ak”‘xO”‘bk+~ wehaveak+,(u~*.~xos)b~tl<y(ak~.~xgs)b~+l. 
Therefore by (A2.a.3): 
((qs) norm 3) norm * s = 
l- 
= 
. . . 
. = I[ 
ak+ dak a.- xos)b; +1 
. . . 0 ‘9 
+1 
. . . . . . 
.a. 
code - (s) . (s) 
norm code. 
Moreover sbi+ ,<,#s (since if sbi+l=Xs, then ak”‘xosb~+,~~ak.“xos which con- 
tradicts the fact that ak .a. xosbi + 1 <,# ok -*- xos). Hence 
q(s)(~)(s) =(qs) norm S norm s norm code 
* . . 
code 
code. 
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However, Fact 2.5, or by the proof of Fact (Al .2), this is equal to 
. * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
since ak”‘a,xOs=ys. Hence (since ak -.a alxosbi+, =ak--- alxobl --. bkbk+ ,), we 
have q - (s) = q . (s)(S)(s). 
If (4) n=k (i.e. a,, ---alxOs=yps), and f,,+l=,Ian--alxOs(the case In+l>,;Bs’. was 
considered in (2)), then let bA+, be such that /,+ I =a,, -.- a,xosbi+ ,. 
Claim. sbh + , =g s. 
Proof. 
a, --a alxos=y s * (YuESl) uanxos=s. 
Hexe multiplying (/, + I = ) a, a-. alxosbA + , =2 a, --a alxos on the left by u we obtain 
ua,...alxosb:,.,~~ua,... alxos, which is equivalent o sb;, I E,~ s. This proves the 
claim. 
Now 
q - (S)(S)(S) =(qs) norm code - (S)(s) = 
code - (S)(s) 
= - j(s) f (by the properties of code), . . . . = 
i 1 0 >r * (s) (by definition of (f)), sb;+, 
code 
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i 
. . . ..* 
= 0 >Y 
Cr, ---, a,xOsbk+, ( =I,+,)@an...a,xOT 
code, 
which is equal to q. (s) in this case. 
Here we assumed that q has its center in S; the case where the center of q is in 
3 is treated identically, 
This proves that the axiom S=S& is satisfied. 
The axiom s=$s~ is verified in a similar manner. 
Axiom (I). We have to show: (Vq E Q) q - (s,)(sz) = q. (s, ~2). 
It is easy to see that if q(s,)(sZ)#O and q(s,s2)#0, then q - (s,)(s~) = q- (s,sz). We 
stf’ ’ have to shslw: q. (.q&) f 0 iff q . (s, s2) # 0. 
Claim. q . (sI! )@z) # 0 =$ q . (q s2) + 0. 
If q. (s,)(sZ).#O, then q. (s,)#O, hence by (A2.a.3), there exists h such that for 
all j with O~:j<h: 
I 
a. . . . a,xos, SgaJ I .-.- a,xOb, .*- bib,+ 1, 
ah --- a,x,,s, >aah .-a alxobl . ..bhbh+.. 
Remark. Here we assume that q has its center in S, and that h, k<n. The other 
cases are similar. 
And, since (q - (s,))(sZ)#O, there exists k (1 h) such that for all j with h 5 j< k: 
I 
a....a I ti “‘a&SlS2~gaj’-’ ah ~~-a,xobl.-.bh...bibi+l, 
=k *-‘ah ‘.’ alxoslsz>9ak ‘.’ ah •~~alxobl-..bh.g*bkbk+l. 
(Here we use Lemma (A2.a.9).) But, since aj . . . a,xosls2~gaai --. alxosl, the first 
conditions (for q - (s,) #O) imply that for all j with OS j < h: 
a. *.f a,xos,s21B aj 
J 
.-.a,xobl...bibi+,; 
therefore q. (s, ~~2) # 0 (and these expressions also show that q. (~1~2) = q . (~1 )(s&. 
Claim. q. (ssSs2)fO=q- (s,)(sz)#O. If q- (sls2)#0, then (by (A2.a.3)): there ex- 
ists k such that for all j with 0 s j< k: 
I 
a.-.. a,X0SlS2l~aj 
J 
.*. alxob, .*. bibi+ 1) 
ak -.- a,x0sls2>aai( -.. a,xob, -.- bkbk+,. 
This implies that (q. (s,))(s2)#0, provided that q. (q) #O. 
that q - (~1) #O we need the existence of a number h (5 h) such that for 
cj<h: 
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However, since ( Vj, 0 r j < k): 
we have, by unambiguity 
(Vj,O5j<k): 
Hence, there exists 
of the R-order of S: 
a. *** alxosl I,, Or <,# aj J *** alxobl ‘** bjbj+ 1 
h=min{jIOIj<k and aj...a,x,s,>,,aj...alxobl...bjbj+I). 
Now q - (sl) ~0, since for this choice of h we have (Vj, Oj < h): 
a.-=. alxosl S,naj J ...alXobl **‘bjbj+l, 
ah “’ alxOsl >,#ah “’ alxob, a.* bhbh+ ,. q 
Axiom (2). That q - (SI)(S2) = q - (s2sI) is proved in a similar way; here we need the 
assumption that the L-order of S is unambiguous. 
Axiom (6L). We shall show (s,)(.Q#O iff s1 Z& s2. 
(a) Suppose for some q E Q, we have q. (sl)($) #O. Then q - (sI) is of the form 
(lk -.- a,xosl 
0 >.# 
0 
code, 
and q. (s1)(.T2) has one of the following two forms (using Lemma (A2.a.9)): 
Case 1: 
ak --- alxosl cu. s1 
0 
0 
q * (q)(St) = ‘97 code, 
. . . cr. ak.-. 0 a+& - h+ 1 
if ok “’ alxOsl <_, s,. L . . . . 
Case 2: 
aktp"' akt dak--- a,XOSi)b;+,bk+2”‘bk+p 
4 - (SJW = 
=flk+p”’ alxobl...bk+lbk+2...bk+p <? 0 S2b;(+Ibk+ybk+p code 
0 ‘9 
..* 1 
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(wherebi+t issuch thatak~..a,xob,...bkbk+,=a~...a,xOs,b;+,<!~ak...a,xOs,j, if 
s2=y ak a~- alxOsl, szb;+lcyak+,tQk”‘a,XOSl)b;+,,... 
...,szb~,,bk+2=w’bk+p- ,+ak+p_, “‘a~+,(ak*“a~x~S,jb;,+,bk+2... b k+p-19 
and 
s2~~+lbk+2”‘~ktp)‘uak+p”‘ak+l(ak •“alX~s~)b;+lbk+2”‘bk+p 
f=ak+pSSSak+lak .g.a,xobl =*. bk.+ ,bk+2 .** bk+p). 
Remark. Here we assume q has its center in S, and that k < n, k +p < n. 
The other cases are similar. 
In case 1 we have qk -WV a,x@, CT, s2, and of course ak a-- alxosl I, as,. Hence, by 
unambiguity of the L-order of S: s1 Sy. s2. 
In Cme 2 we have (see above) s2 IY (Ik em- alxosl , and of course & - alxosl 5 Y s, ; 
hence s2 s, sI a 
So we proved that (Z?qEQ)q. (s~)(~~)#O*S~& s2. 
(=) From the definitions 
if s, lY,s2, 
if s,>~ s2, 
0 if si ~u~s2. 
Thus (s,)(~~)+Q if sI& ~2. •l 
The verification of Axiom (SR) is dual. 
This proves that (S U SU (0) ),FcQJ satisfies all the axioms, and thus is a 
homomorphic image of (S), (following the reasoning given at the beginning of 
A2); this also implies that (S),, acts on Q. 
We shall show next that elements of (S),, which are represented by different 
coded normal forms act differently on Q; this implies that #different coded normal 
forms represlent different elements of (S),,, and that the action of (S),,, on Q is 
faithful (hence (Q, (S),,,) is a transformation semigroup). 
(c) Uniqueness 
Uniqueness follows from the foliowing fact. Let r,l, -a- -+- I,i,l, be a coded 
normal form (with center in $ or in S). Then 
I* (GY?GFJ --- -~~(l,>(ii,)(lo)=r,T, ... ‘+‘I,rlfo. 
Es can be proved easily from the definitions of norm and code.) 
‘: f 
A%SQ 1. (01) = 0. This completes the proof. q 
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